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eyes

: £ Lakers championship dreams become a reality
season. A 62-13 victory over
C.W. Post (New York) lifted the
Lakers to the second round of
the playoffs.
Anes threw for a record six
touchdown passes, four of which
were caught by Kircus- another
record, and Reggie Spearmon
ran for three more as Grand
Valley looked ahead to their date
with Indiana University (Pa.).
The second round looked a
lot like the first round. The
Lakers won convincingly 62-21.
“1 told our coaching staff that
we could be in this business for
a long time, and maybe not have
the kind of performance that we
had against a good football team
in the first half,” said Kelly after
the game.
Anes and Kircus connected
for four touchdowns and

Rich McGown
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Finish What We Started.
Everyday the Laker football
team repeated those simple four
words to themselves.
They repeated those words
ever since the 2001 National
Championship,
where
the
Lakers were 29 seconds from
completing their dream season,
only to see their victory slip
through their fingers. After
falling to North Dakota 17-14,
Grand Valley had only one goal.
To finish what they started.
Their first step back to the
games biggest stage began at
Lubbers Stadium before a record
crowd of 12,361. The Lakers,
ranked number one in Division
II. beat No. 6 ranked University
of Californiu-Davis 24-17.
Though Grand Valley is
known for their high-powered
offense, the defense was the dif
ference.
“We knew we were rusty on
offense because of Curt's cir
cumstances, (playing in his first
game since reconstructive knee
surgery) and we’d have to rely
on the defense,” said Head
Coach
Brian
Kelly. “The
defense stepped up and we
found a way to win.”
Grand Valley would domi
nate their first five games of the
season leading up to major mid
season showdown.
On October 11, the number
three ranked Cardinals of
Saginaw Valley State entered
their game against the Lakers
with a record of 6-0 overall, and
5-0 in the GLIAC, against Grand
Valley’s 5-0, 4-0 record. The
winner would clearly be in the
driver’s seat for the conference
crown.
One of the marks of a truly
great team is production from
the unsung players, the guys
who don't get the press. Against
Saginaw the players in the back
ground stepped to the forefront.
Brent Lesniak ran for 123
yards on 26 carries, and scored
the game-winning touchdown in
a 23-18 win.
Terrence Banks caught nine
passes for 196 yards and came
up with a big 49-yard kick return
in the fourth quarter to set up
Lesniak's decisive score.
Senior linebacker Orlando
Williams had an unbelievable

catches for 90 yards, while
Banks had 11 grabs for 116.
Valdosta State opened the
scoring
in
the
National
Championship game with a field
goal. Reggie Spearmon came
right back and got Grand Valley
on the board with a 9-yard
touchdown.
Then Anes and Kircus struck
with a 54-yard bomb to take a
14-3 lead with just a minute left
in the first quarter.
After trading field goals the
score was 17-6 at halftime.
Anes and Kircus wasted lit
tle time in the second half con
nection on a 67-yard TD just two
and half minutes into the second
half. Grand Valley looked gold
en.
Valdosta wouldn't go away,
however, and scored the games

The Lakers thrilling, Ist-ever National Championship gave Laker tans from all over, as well as David Kircus (left)
and Louis Dauser (right), the chance to celebrate.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will liarrali

Lakers coach Brian Kelly hoists the 2002 GLIAC Championship trophy.
The Lakers season was filled with many team and individual honors.

day with 17 tackles, six of which
were for losses that totaled
minus 27 yards.
“We've had great offenses.

but the thing that has turned our
program to the higher levels is
defense,” Coach Kelley said.
“We played one of the best

offenses I've ever seen and we
were able to contain them”.
“It was a big game, without
question," Kircus said. "It was
still early in the season but it was
important.
The
win
only
increased our motivation to get
back to the championship”. Anes
and Kircus connected for two
touchdowns of 20 and 7 yards.
The Lakers closed out the
regular season perfect after a 6319 drumming of Findlay. The
win was Coach Kelly's lOOth of
his career at Grand Valley, the
Lakers won their 100th game at
Lubbers Stadium, and Curt Anes
threw his lOOth career touch
down pass.
Another
highlight
was
Terrence Banks set a school sin
gle-season record with his 64th
reception.
The Lakers finished the sea
son a perfect 10-0 record, a 9-0
record in GLIAC competition,
26 straight regular season wins,
and 24 straight wins against con
ference opponents. Not to men
tion numerous school, confer
ence, and all-time NCAA
records for Anes and Kircus.
Going into the playoffs,
however, only one thing mat
tered: Finishing what they start
ed.
Grand Valley picked up
where they left off in the regular

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke Work

To cap his unbelievable career, QB Curt Anes was awarded the Harlon Hill
trophy, which annually goes to the best player in Division II.

Spearmon ran for two more and
accumulated 143 yards on 32
carries in a 44-7 victory. The win
over Northern Colorado sent
Grand Valley to their second
straight trip to the National
Championship.
Kircus caught his 32nd TD
of the year, setting the new mark
for all of college football. He
finished the game with seven

next ten points.
Then disaster struck. Anes
lost control of a snap inside the
Lakers end /.one. Valdosta
recovered the loose ball tying
the game at 24 with 2:58 remain
ing. Though the Grand Valley
PLEASE SEE FOO T
BALL, 16

Congratulations
to the over 570 graduates of the School of Education. We expect great things from you and know you
will make a great difference in the world of education.

The School of Education would like to recognize the following faculty and students that have won recognition within the university and school:

University Awards:
Lois Vanbroekhoven, recipient of the Niemeyer Outstanding Student Award
B. Lorainne Alston, Ph.D., Outstanding Teacher Nominee
Julie Chlebo, Ph.D., Pew Teaching Excellence Award
Jay Cooper, Ed.D., Michigan Campus Compact Award
Loretta Ruth (Carney) Konecki, Ph.D., Glenn A. Niemeyer Outstanding Faculty Award

School of Education Award Recipients:
Outstanding Student Award:
Renee Kane, Secondary Teacher Education
Natalie J. Selmon, Elementary Teacher Education
Michelle Smith, Special Education
Terri L.Westra, Masters in Education in Reading

University Years of Service Recognition:
Ram Chattulani, Ph.D. - 30 years
Antonio Herrera, Ph.D. - 30 years
Faite Royjier-Poncefonte Mack, Ph.D. - 30 years
Linda McCrea, Ed.D.-10 years

Outstanding Community Members:
Catherine Ceglarek, M.Ed.,Outstanding Administrator
Nicholas Ceglarek, M.Ed., Outstanding Administrator
Dan Shine, M. Ed., Outstanding Teacher
Donnalee Holton, Outstanding Service

Visions of war protest dominate both campuses
■

With our news
being littered with
the realities of war,
many GVSU
students used their
right ofpeaceful
protest throughout
the year.
Katy Boss
Grand Valley Lanthorn
While the first air raids of
Operation Iraqi Freedom were
first
beginning
to
bomb
Baghdad, a group of 10 Grand
Valley students marched from
the Pew campus clock tower to
the Federal building to protest
the war.
The students joined about 70
other anti-war activists when
they reached the rally at the
steps of the Federal building.
Shaking Diet Rite cans filled
with beads and banging on
makeshift drums, the students
aimed to make their dissenting
voice as noisy and attention-get
ting as possible.
“It’s a drum and I’m making
music with it,” junior Aaron
Hart practically shouted as he
beat on the green, plastic bucket
hanging
from
his
neck.
“Anything to make sure we get
heard,” Hart said.
But there were few ears to
hear the students’ message, as a
steady rain had all but cleared
the streets of pedestrians.
People watching the group
pass by their office windows
seemed to get the gist of it any
way.
A man inside Preusser
Jewelers took one look at the
flags, buttons and pins of the
protesters and started laughing
and jumping up and down in his
office chair.
Two other men waiting
under an awning on Ottawa
Street frowned and folded their
arms over their suspenders as
the students chanted “Out of
Afghanistan, out of Iraq, out of
Palestine and don't come back!”
With rain dripping from their
hair and splattering off their
drumsticks, the students round
ed the corner of Ottawa and
Michigan chanting for peace.
There they stationed them

selves next to a banner that read,
“War is terror,” which was being
held by some Calvin College
students.
“I'm Jimmy Osborn, pissedoff American,” one of the Calvin
students said. “Because my government is invading another
country illegally and killing lots
of Iraqis I'm sure.”
Osborn and nine other
Calvin students recently tried
directing their anger toward U.S.
Rep. Vernon Fillers.
“We were coming to see
Vern Ehlers because we wanted
to accuse him of war crimes,” he
said. “We had a whole list of
international laws and human
rights standards that he was vio
lating by consenting to the Bush
war and to the Bush policies.”
Ehlers wasn't available to be
charged with war crimes that
day, so Osborn and the others
said they would wait until he
arrived at the office. At 5 p.m.
when the building closed and
Ehlers still had not showed, six
of the students refused to leave.
Federal marshals arrested the
six students, who were jailed for
about a day, Osborn said.
Other protesters were less
aggressive with their message of
peace.
Dan Andersen, 77. a veteran
for peace, held a sign that read
“Spare innocent lives.”
Andersen, a Grand Valley
professor of physics from 1964
to 1993, spent four years in the
U.S. Navy during World War II.
He said war in Iraq was not jus
tifiable because the Bush admin
istration had not exhausted all
diplomatic means to avoid it.
He also said the United
Stales could use things other

than bombs to help the Iraqi
people.
“Wouldn't it have been a
spectacle to the world if we had
filled trucks with food, medicines, clean water and blankets,
drove them right up to the border and said, 'Here we are to
help you! Let us in!”

Congratufations QVST1
graduates
andgraduating Lantfiorn staff members:
AJ Smuder
Amy Barash
Nate Thompson
Abbey Hettmansperger
Lindsay Deverman

We wisfi you tfie

Bush gets warm response
at DeVos despite
protesters outside
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

I

There was a rumor in the
weeks before President George
W. Bush’s State of the Union
address that his next stop would
be in none other than Grand
Rapids, Michigan. When that
rumor became a reality, the
nation’s eyes and ears were
squarely focused on West
Michigan —and the anti-war
protesters outside made sure
they were heard too.
Although the swarm of pro
testers dominated the scene out
side in the streets of Grand
Rapids, the overall reception of
President Bush inside DeVos
Hall on the Pew Campus of
Grand Valley State, was a posi
tive one.
The hall was full of support
ers of the President, a day after
he gave his State of the Union
address.
Bush's speech during the
afternoon was intended to focus
on Medicare reform, but eventu
ally emphasized the same topics
that he addressed to the nation.
Bush’s plan for Medicare is
intended to call for over $4(X)
billion in the next 10 years. The
new plan will offer older
Americans the choice of pro
grams that include prescription
drug benefits. The president s
plan, which first must be
approved by Congress, would
provide a drug benefit for sen
iors who leave traditional
Medicare and switch to other
programs such as HMOs.
President Mark Murray was
one member of the Grand Valley
community who witnessed the
speech anti came away believing
that Bush did an adequate job of
focusing on both issues at home
and overseas.
“It was a reprise of his state
of the union address in a little
less formal delivery style.”
Murray said.
“I think the president out
lined a clear set of priorities on
both domestic and international
issues. There is obviously a vig
orous debate underway on both
his domestic and international

and international priorities,”
Murray added.
In dealing with the interna
tional issues, he also received a
warm reception from the domi
nant Republic crowd in atten
dance.
"Because of his al-Qaida
connections, he is a danger to
the American people and we’ve
got to deal with him before it's
too late,” Bush said of Iraq dic
tator Saddam Hussein.
The remarks garnered a
standing ovation—one of 11 the
President received from the
crowd, which was estimated at
nearly 2,500 and filled with
mostly V.I.P. Republicans.
The President also received
warm receptions on topics such
as pro-life. Bush emphasized his
conservative agenda when deal
ing with the issue.
"We can save one heart, on
soul, one conscience at a time.”
Bush said.
Murray also was impressed
with the President’s goal at
curving the startling amount of
AIDS victims in the poverty-rid
den countries of Af rica.
“I think the least anticipated
aspect of his state of the union
address, which he touched on
again in Grand Rapids, was his
call for a major U.S. commit
ment to fighting the AIDS epi
demic in Africa. I think this is a
great opportunity for the U.S. to
use our resources for great
good,” Murray said.
U.S. Rep. Pete Hoekstra, R
Holland and Republican con
gressman Vern Ehlers, who
recently received an honorary
degree from Grand Valley State,
were two local political figures
that got a chance to fly aboard
Air Force One with the
President. Hoekstra commented
to The Grand Rapids Press that
it was important for the
President to be in a location with
a wealth of support for him.
“You've got to remember
this is a man who 24 hours a day
is under a tremendous amount of
pressure.” Hoekstra said. “It's
always nice that you're going to
what may be a very, very friend
ly place.”
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Senate approves Student Life Fund
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley luinthorn
After a semester of argu
ments, compromise, and meet
ings the Student Senate finally
sets the Student Life Fund budg
et for the upcoming sch(x>l year.
The announcement of the
budget being set came at the
April 7 meeting of the senate
where
Vice
President
of
Appropriations Heath Sabin
announced that the budget was
done, although he had "ques
tioned" some of the results, and
was ready to be ratified by the
General Assembly.
The budget was then ratified
unanimously after a few motions
to amend certain items.
Although the process went
on schedule and as planned
Sabin later expressed some
reservations that he had about
the budget.
"There were a few organiza
tions that I really question the

motive behind their existence
and a few that I just do not feel
that the students dollars should
pay for all that they are asking,"
he said.
"I could not let a select few
ruin it for the vast majority of
student organizations that are
using their money for the benefit
of the student body or a large
number of students."
Sabin also admitted that the
process is not considered fair.
The process, however, is made
to represent student organiza
tions.
"Some student organizations
were approved for large dollar
amounts that will be of benefit
to a few individuals," he said.
"However it will never be 100
percent fair.
Do 1 think the
Board totals were representative
yes - but the budget was not
fair."
Sabin also said that he was
disappointed that the status of
the Campus Life Boards, the cat

egories that student organiza
tions are put under, funding
process was not lurthered this
year.
He was happy with what his
young committee did with the
appropriations process.
"Having so many new peo
ple as far as the budgeting aspect
of it they did an excellent job,"
he said "Not all of them put the
budget in the correct form but
they each did an outstanding job
handling the budgeting end of
it."
Thomn Bell, president of
Student Senate, said that he was
impressed with the way the
process went. He also said he
was happy with the tact that
there were no late complica
tions.
"I think the budget process
went very well considering we
didn’t have any appeals and most
of the Campus Life Boards were
complete and very precise," he
said.

Breaking down the bucks
Student Senate-137,000

Academic- $15000

Special
Interest

- 16%

$22,000

28%

29%

Take a couple of
dosses at your
community college.
• Costs are much lower

Service and
$19,000

11%

A concert that took place...

• Credits transfer hack
to Grand valley
• Make up that missing
credit or failed class

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke Wark

Spotlight Productions gave the Grand Valley community The Verve Pipe and Dishwalla, but a chance at anoth
er large concert on campus did not happen

...and those that didn’t
Contact your local community
College for details:
Glen Oaks Community College
Centreville
888-994-7818 • www.glenoaks.cc.mi.us
courtesy of allfHister.com

JACKSON,

(•■■tilt

comcE

LANSING
'4t<
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
B^2A

Jackson Community College
Jackson
888-522-7344 • www.jccmi.edu
Lansing Community College
Lansing
800-644-4LCC • www.lcc.edu
Montcalm Community College
Sidney
877-328-2111 •www.montcalm.edu
Muskegon Community College
Muskegon
231-773-9131 • www.muskegoncc.edu

West Shore
Community
College

4

(

t

West Shore Community College
Scottville
231-845-6211 • www.westshore.cc.mi.us

courtesy of allpostrrs.com

Dave Matthews solo tour was the
first concert pursued by Spotlight in
October.

Snoop Doggy Dogg was the sec
ond artist pursued after the hip hop
stipulation was placed on Spotlight

Busta Rhymes was the anonymous
artist pursued when Spotlight was
allowed the "blank check."

Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

sign an artist for the hip-hop
concert by spring break we will
not have enough time to pro
mote the show," said Corey
Lansing, graduate assistant for
Campus Programming at a
Senate meeting earlier this year.
Even with Spotlight not
bring the concert Thomn Bell,
president of Student Senate, has
not given up hope.
He was in support of the
stipulation being lilted that held
Spotlight to bringing in a hiphop act. He said it was going to
"limit dates and limit times."
"We don't want that to
impose on them doing a show,"
he said.
President-elect
Rachael
Voorhecs agreed with Bell

"I don't think you need a
stipulation," she said.
She did however admit that
there would probably be a fall
concert and that she had
received "strong implications"
from Spotlight Productions that
it would be a hip-hop concert.
If earlier comments from
Heath Sabin, vice president of
Appropriations, this year are
correct then it may just take
some faith in Spotlight and their
abilities to attract quality acts to
bring in a grxxl show for next
fall.
"You need to learn hot to
trust," Sabin said to the assem
bly in his rationale when he
blank check request came before
senate "you need to know how
to take risk."

After the hype that came
with the prospect of getting a
Dave Matthews solo acoustic
show, Srnxip Doggy Dogg and
finally an attempt to secure
Busta Rhymes for a show many
people were left asking what
happened?
The explanation best came
in a Student Senate meeting
where Spotlight asked for a
check
for
approximately
$106,000 to pursue a hip-hop act
for the second time this year.
"...We will not pnxlucc a
concert that drxrs not allow us
enough time to properly pro
mote it. Wc feel that if we do not

i

Tuition, enrollment two key issues for students at GVSU
■

■

The popularity of
Grand Valley has
caused the number
of applications to be
coming in at record
numbers, making
many wonder about
overcrowdingespecially with oncampus housing.

With more cuts to
Grand Valley’s
budget, students
once again can
expect another
tuition hike
Ann Pearson
Grand Valley Lanthorn
With a $1.8 billion deficit in
the state budget, Michigan’s 15
public universities knew cuts
were in store with appropria
tions.
When
Governor
Gran holm took office, she made
it clear that many cuts would
aftect higher education - $25
million as her official recom
mendation.
This recommendation came
alter a 2.5 percent, or $1.2 mil
lion cut, before the start of the
winter
2003
semester.
Fortunately, Grand Valley State
University found other ways to
cut the university budget with
out having to raise tuition.
“We are closing the budget
through hundreds of small cuts
rather than a few large cuts,”
said Jim Bachmeier, assistant
vice president for business and
finance. “This has allowed us to
avoid touching the budget con
tingency, which can then be
applied toward the budget cut.”
g4
Student Senate gath-

Marisa Kwiatkowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Thomn Bell
Student Senate president
ered the signatures of
concerned students on
postcards, which were delivered
to the Board of Trustees and

"It is important for every stu
dent to be in school with stu
dents of many different back
grounds,
experiences
and
beliefs,” he said.
The
Admissions
Office
works w ith other student service
offices and academic depart
ments to recruit minority stu
dents. They communicate with
the students through direct mail,
e-mail and telephone cam
paigns.
The goal is to make Grand
Valley’s student body more rep
resentative of the cultural make
up of Michigan.
Grand Valley has outreach
recruitment through bus tours
and participation in national col
lege lairs. This targets the local
area and the neighboring states
that have a significant popula
tion of minority students.
“Recruiting and retaining a
diverse student body is a monu
mental task requiring institutionw ide cooperation," Wilson said.
"I would like to see Grand
Valley's minority student enroll
ment correlate with
the percentage of col
lege bound minority
students in the region
we serve.
There is also an
online
newsletter
called
Ethnique
Insight. It is published
biannually and is used
to attract students out
side of Michigan. It
has information about
visitation dates, the
scholarships Grand
Valley offers and a student pro
file, usually from someone in the
area targeted.
“In recruiting students, we
are making sure we have a
strong presence at targeted high
schools that traditionally enroll
large numbers of minority stu
dents," Murray said. "Once stu
dents are here, we work to
ensure they have a positive and
successful experience. We want
every student here to do well.
"Upon
graduation,
we
expect Grand Valley students to
be leaders in their professions,”
he said. "They are best able to
do so if they have an apprecia
tion for the many views and
experiences that are part of our
state and nation. I fully expect
the Grand Valley of the future to
be an even better learning envi
ronment."

Enrollment numbers at GVSU

courtesy of tlw governor's offic

Newly elected governor Jennifer Granholm outlined a specific plan to cut
Michigan's deficit. The plan called for $25 million in cuts to Michigan's
universities.

We have
pushed for
increased funds
to higher educa
tion, and mem
bers of the senate
have also met
with legislators
regarding liighered funding.

Grand
Valley
State
University is constantly upgrad
ing the academic quality and
diversity of its student body.
The 2002 freshman class
was the most academically-qual
ified to ever to be admitted, said
Jodi Chycinski, the GVSU
director of admissions.
The freshmen had an
average grade point
average of 3.41 and an
average ACT score of
23.4.
In the Fall 2002
semester. Grand Valley
received I0.I67 fresh
man applications, a 6g
percent increase from the
2001-2002,
which
allowed them to be more
selective.
The target number of fresh
men this year was about 2,9(X),
said Bob Fletcher, vice provost
of information technology. This
is 3.8 percent less freshmen than
last year.
“We are not really expanding
except for transfers,” he said.
“We don’t have the resources to
expand on other campuses."
There were 20,407 students
enrolled at Grand Valley for the
f all 2002 semester and 19.622
students in Winter 2003 due to
the students who graduated at
the end of the fall.
Fletcher said the "roll-up”
increase of students is tempo
rary. It will eventually go down
as the entering freshman num
bers continue to be low.
“Our retention is better this
year," President Mark Murray
said. "My guess is that it is a
combination of the continued
improvements at the university

and the softer economy. It will
take some time before we under
stand the causes better and know
whether this is a long-term trend
or a short-term phenomenon.
"Knowledge of Grand Valley
is spreading geographically,” he
said. "I expect the demand from
other areas to continue to grow."
Grand Valley’s campus has
also increased the diversity of its
student body, although 89 per
cent of the students are white.
Only 11 percent of the stu
dents were classified as minori
ties in the Winter 2003 semester
compared to 10.6 percent in the
Winter 2002 semester.
That is an increase of about
170 students. The increase can
be attributed to the more aggres
sive minority-recruitment poli
cies used by the university.
"Having a more diverse stu
dent body not only prepares
Grand Valley's graduates to be
citizens of the world of an
increasingly multi-cultural soci
ety," Associate Director of
Admissions Oliver Wilson said.

Lansing.
"We
have
pushed
for
increased funds to higher educa
tion, and members of the senate
have also met with legislators
regarding higher-ed funding,”
said Thomn Bell, president of
Student Senate.
Seeing that Granholm’s cuts
could cost Grand Valley $3.9
million in state appropriations,
Murray testified before the
Higher
Education
Appropriations Subcommittee
in
Lansing
April
2.
Administrative officials from
the other 14 Michigan public
universities also testified over a
period of two weeks.
“The main result was to
inform many new legislators of
our existence, what we do and
our problem of chronic under-

funding” Murray said. “I do not
believe it is realistic to
expect a major adjustment this
year in the face of declining
state resources, but I hope in
future years w hen resources are
available again, that the state can
address this historic inequity.”
Despite cuts during this fis
cal year, tuition will not be
affected until fall 2003.
“Until we see what she
[Granholm] proposes for her
budget and how the legislature
reacts, it is too early to know
how much we will have to
increase tuition." Murray said.
“I think we w ill receive a reducPLEASE SEE CUTS, 16

Fall 2002: 20,407
Winter 2003:19,622
Percentage of minorities:
Fall 2002:11%
Winter 2003:10.6 %

...we are making
sure we have a
strong presence
that traditional
ly enroll large
numbers of
minority
students.
Mark Murray
President

n

“it also contributes to the
total institutional environment
as well as enhances the educa
tional experience of others."
President Mark Murray said
the diversity of the student body
is very important.
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TKE’s, Party Patrol provide plenty of tense issues on campus
■

The expulsion of
the Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity
brought the issue of
Greek conduct to
the forefront.
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn
After a plethora of letters to
the editor and speculation
behind the causes of why Tau
Kappa Epsilon was expelled
from campus it seems that the
Greek System is continuing on
with their lives and growing.
The Interfratemity Council
has officially elected to bring a
new fraternity. Sigma Pi. onto
campus in the fall, Greek boards

The Party Patrol was initially created to halt underage drinking, and excessive partying The problem of near riots
at Hillcrest gave the patrol more reasoning to continue monitoring Grand Valley's weekend activities.

Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn
It has been several months
since the party Patrol first
debuted in the Grand Valley
State University area and it
seems as if the patrols may have
made a bigger splash than com
bating underage drinking.
Since the patrols first
showed after the October home
coming football game the
Student Senate of GVSU has
devoted several meetings and
personal time to trying to figure
out the best way to address the
issue of the patrols.
The senate first addressed
the issues of the Party Patrol at
the Oct. 17 meeting where over
50 people packed the gallery for
a long discussion about the
patrols.
Bob Stoll said after that
meeting that, "I sat through
today's meeting and really
appreciated the interaction, the
exchange of ideas, the raising of
concerns and the information

sharing," Stoll said. "Not many
campuses can accomplish that.
Mere we are just a few days after
the first incident where people
really have concerns."
After the Feb. 20 meeting
the Senate truly began to
attempt something else that
many campuses would not
attempt.
They called Ottawa Country
Sheriff Gary Rosema to talk
w ith students. At the end of the
calm debate Student Body
President
Thomn
Bell
announced that he had decided
to start the Community Safety
Commission, which would
address the safety issues of all
students.
"The commission is to make
sure the students have a lighting
chance at saying they were
being treated unfairly," he said.
Bell also said that the new
commission will begin coming
together in May of this summer
under the student direction of
himself, Korin Spahr, Michelle
Horvath and Rachael Voorhees,
all of w hom w ere senators when

are preparing to set up retreats
and educational activities are
still going.
Aaron
Haight, assistant
director of Student Life said that
even though the Greek commu
nity is continuing on with their
organizations that doesn't mean
that they have not taken from
the TKEs experience.
"I think the Greek communi
ty has learned that being a stu
dent organization is a partner
ship with the university," she
said.
Coming with that partner
ship that has been re-realized
since the expulsion of the TKE;s
has been several events that hap
pen every year such as risk man
agement seminars and philan
thropies.
"We continued doing things
we have always done," Haight
said.
Haight also said that the

Office of Student Life never
faulted in their support of Greek!
Life during or since the TKE
incident.
"I think as a university we
are continuing to support Greek
organizations who are tollowing
their mission, values and
beliefs," she said.
Dean of Students Bart
Merkle summed up what GVSU
is looking for in their partner
ships w ith the Greek community
when talking about expansion to
the Lanthorn earlier this year.
"I believe that Greek organi
zations can foster growth, devel
op leadership skills, create
enriching friendships and con
tribute to the life of the universi
ty in very positive ways it they
are committed to the values of
Grand Valley and to the values
of our Greek system," Merkle
said earlier this year.

‘Cuz we need, a
little controversy!f

the Party Patrol issue came to
the table in October.
Bell said that the .overall
goal of the new commission
would be to have the university,
patrols and students on the
"same page."
That will be necessary
because Rosema just recently
said that the patrols would pos
sibly be back in the area next
fall. This is due to the fact that
the patrols have received
authorization to "carry any
unused funds over to next year."
Rosema also said that he is
very happy with the student
groups who continued to strive
for
good
communication
between police and students.
He said that education continues
to be key in situations such as
the Party Patrol along with an
element of enforcement.
"That continues to be our
goal...to work with the senate
and any student group," he said.
Rosema did see that he was
not anticipating patrols this
weekend or the rest of the sum
mer unless the need arises.

Gnwil Valley Ijinthorn

Of course, the war brought out a number of controversial issues and
protests (below). However.The Silent March (top) for rights of gays and
lesbians (especially with the domestic partner benefits debate up in the air)
caused a stir, as well as the "war prayers" (far bottom) for those who lost
their lives in the Iraqi war.

The Performing Arts provide
an exciting world in which to work.
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Graduates of Music
and Dance
From the GVSU Music Department

Free Ride.
Ride the Campus Connector
FREE and save big bucks.
Commuting between Allendale and Grand Rapids isn’t
cheap. Factor in gas, maintenance, insurance, and
depreciation, and a single round trip costs almost $15.
If you commute every day, that’s almost $300 a month
just to get from one campus to the other.

That’s why the free Campus Connector shuttle bus is a

thank you

little like a scholarship fund for commuting. Not only
will it save you money, it gives you more time to study,
read the paper, or just relax while someone else does
the driving. And, public transportation is easier on the
environment and much safer than riding in a car.

Go ahead. Get a free ride on the Campus Connector.
For more information and a complete bus schedule, visit
www.ridetherapid.com.

@
GrandWiify
Statf.Univhrsity
(616) 331-6700 www.gvsu.edu

Campus Dining would like to thank
the GVSU community
for allowing us to do what we do best.

Serve You!
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With new contract and 1 year service agreement
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Laker athletics experiences tremendous success in 2002-03
■

in one season (15) and total
points in one season (33).
"She [Tutundzic] is doing
very well, former assistant
coach, Jeanette Croce said earli
er this season.
"She has an
excellent touch on the ball."
The third record broken was
the "goals against average" for a
career. This record was broken
by Melissa Henson with .84
average.
With all the records being
broken, the team was recognized

and awards, the team also fin
ished with the best season in
school history as well as a .743
winning percentage, which is
also another school record.
During the season, they defeated
Mercy hurst College for the first
time in a seven year time span
with a score of 3-1. Also, early
Hollie Harcourt
on in the season, the team was
Grand Valley Lanthorn
ranked as No. 14 in the country.
With a young team, the
This year's soccer team was
Lakers, with new head coach
nothing but phenomenal.
David Dilanni, will be returning
At the
13 people from
beginning
this
recordof the sea
breaking team.
son,
the
On the other
team was
hand. Dilanni
looking
will not get the
good, but
opportunity to
had
no
coach
such
idea what
seniors
as
was
in
Trisha Snow,
store for
Tricia
Plum,
them.
and
Megan
They were
Laundenslager.
coming
"Snow
is
off a 6-10the
toughest
1
record
defensive play
from the
er in the histo
season
ry of Grand
before,
Valley," Cortes
and
said this sea
i mproveson.
ment was
Along with
one thing
losing seniors,
the team
Dilanni has all
was look
ready signed
ing for.
ten new play
As the
ers to the team
season
for next sea
rolled on,
son . They are
the girls
S h a n n o n
found
Carrier
them
(PI a i n w e 11,
selves
Mich), Kate
Grand Valley bullhorn / Will Hurrah Duda
with
an
(Utica,
undefeat Abby Gienapp tries to keep the ball from going out-of-bounds on her way up field
Mich ), Sadie
ed record The Lakers had a .743 winning percentage, which was the best in their history.
Ellis (Jackson,
in
the ---------------------------------------------------- Mich.), Kelsey
GLIAC until Nov. 3, 2002. On
Puuri (Dexter, Mieh.). Jaclyn
individually for their efforts
the third, the team fell to throughout the year.
Binder (Mason, Mich.). Katie
Ashland, with a score of 2-1.
Ales (Novi. Mich), Erin Murphy
Tutundzic was name offen
"We have a young team, sive player of the year in the
(Rochester, Mich.). Erica Rose
there are a lot of things we have GLIAC conference. She was
(Farmington,
Mich),
Audi
to put together," former head
also named player of the week
Redmond (Royal Oak, Mich.),
coach. Dago Cortes said early on
and April Raynovich (Seneca
by the GLIAC twice throughout
in the season. "There is a lot to the season.
Valley, Penn.).
work on yet to get where we
Jenny Swalec also received
"I am very happy with the
want to."
GLIAC player of the week twice
ladies that have committed to
The team may not have got
throughout season while Melissa
our program." Dilanni said earli
ten exactly where they wanted
er this year.
Henson finished the season w ith
to, but they made a very memo a very important award. All
"The 2003 class will com
rable season for their fans and
Academic All Region. Jeanna
pete for starting positions right
the Grand Valley community.
Falduto also received GLIAC
away and keep Grand Valley
Within the season, three per
State soccer moving in the right
player of the week once.
sonal records were broken.
"It's a difficult team sport, direction."
Mirela Tutundzic broke two of they're doing a good job." Cortes
The new season, with a new
the three records. The records
head coach, will kick off on
said.
included the most goals scored
August 30 in Quincy, Illinois.
On top of personal records

The women’s
soccer team had
their best season
ever in 2002.

W
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■

Under new
coach Dawn
Plitzuweit, the
Lakers made a trip
to the National
Playoffs.
AJ Smuder
Grand Vallei/ Lanthorn
The women's Laker basket
ball team realized their potential
and had their best season in two
years under the coaching of new
face Dawn Plitzuweit. They did
it all as a team.
The Lakers won awards.
The Lakers picked up the
GLIAC coach of the year. Junior
Julie
Zeeff
earned
the
Daktronics All-Great Lakes
Region Second Team plaudits.
Zeeff also earned All-GLIAC
First Team honors and was
named to the GLIAC AllTournament team.
The team took three weeks
of GLIAC Players of the Week
with Zeeff, and senior captains
Jen
Nielsen
and
Laurie
Rehmann. The team made it to
the National Tournament for the
first time in four years. They
were ranked all season in the in
the top 25.
The team broke records.
Rehmann earned a spot on
the all time scoring record
board. Junior Cori Jewitt fin
ished the season with 66 threepointers to hold her a spot on the
records. Zeeff tallied up 96
blocks in her career to nab a
fourth place spot on the books.
The record setting team went
24-7 this season, a total they
couldn't reach for the past two
seasons where the won a com
bined 22 games.
But the game isn't won by
award or records; the Lakers
were victorious because of their
talent and desire to win this sea
son. Its about being a team and
coming together to win games.
"It has been fun on and off
the court," Rehmann said earlier

Grand Valley bintliorn t .1/ Smuder

With the presence of low post threat Julie Zeef and a new coach,
the Lakers experienced a turn-around season in 02-03.

this season, "It's a good group of
girls. We had a good coach."
Intensity was another factor
that helped pushed the Lakers to
their successful season. Coach
Plitzuweit said about the two
seniors "They have to play well.
Their intensity helps with the
continued success."
The Laker pumpkin-pushers
just keep getting better all sea
son. They started the season
with a victory over Northern
Kentucky 63-62. They contin
ued to keep the intensity up,
playing No. I in the GLIAC
Lake Superior State University
twice, taking one game away
from them. The end of the sea
son brought home court advan

tage as they swept through the
GLIAC tournament and were
later voted in to the Division II
National Championship. The
Lakers lost in the first round to
Northern Kentucky. 69-63.
"We had a great group of
players." Plitzuweit said at the
end of the season. "They
played well together. The desire
they had. this is |the National
Tourney] something they want
ed."
The team may have to say
goodbye to two extraordinary
leaders. Rehmann and Nielsen,
but they only have to greet the
next season w ith the same desire
and intensity they did in the
2002-2003 season.

The Greatest

■

The Lakers made
another trip to the
NCAA Playoffs and
added a school best
32-3 record on their
resume of success.
Lindsay Moore
Grand Valley Lanthorn
With
a
GLIAC
Championship and multiple
individual honors, the 2002 sea
son is definitely an unforgettable
one for the Grand Valley State
University Women's Volleyball
team.
Although they fell in the
NCAA Semifinals, the Lakers
finished the year with an incred
ible 32-3 record - the best in
GVSU history.
"It is just overwhelming to
think we are going to the cham
pionships for the third straight
year. We are very excited," head
coach, Deanne Scanlon said dur
ing the season.
Team seniors Carly Miller,
Traci
Skrzypek,
Chara
Fehsenfeld and Lisa Cramer end
their GVSU volleyball careers
with another school record. 11919 (.862).
"It is such an honor to be
selected as the host of the Great
Lakes Regional Tournament,"
said Scanlon earlier in the sea
son. "It is also a tribute to our
senior class and all of the hard

, Jt
Grand Valley bullhorn / / like Work

Chara Fehsenfeld springs up and sends the ball barely over an opponents
block.

work they have put in over their
careers."
Six players were honored
with All-GLIAC awards for
their play this season. Nicole
Bayle and Miller earned First
Team, while Sabrina Bird,
Fehsenfeld. and Skrzypek were
named to the Second Team.
Elisa Joris earned honorable
mention recognition.
Fehsenfeld
also
earned
Verizon Academic AII-Region
honors for her work in both the
classroom and on the court.
Verizon recognized Fehsenfeld

for her academics for the third
successive year. She currently
holds an incredible 3.99 grade
point average and also leads the
Lakers in digs, averaging 3.82
per game.
This is Miller's fourth
straight season as All-GLIAC
and her third time earning First
Team plaudits. She was also
GLIAC Player of the Year in
2001. Miller ranks third in the
PLEASE SEE VBALL, 9
Carly Miller capped her remarkable career at Grand Valley by leading the Lakers to another trip to the National
Semi-finals. Miller holds numerous records at Grand Valley, which influenced Lakers coach Deanne Scanlon to call
her the “most decorated player ever at Grand Valley State."
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Take- oare* of ipow^olf.
Plaza Towers Apartments
Luxury Skyrise Living in the Heart of Downtown
Grand Rapids

'•(641 Byron Center SW, Wyoming 531-3070
•135 Cherry Sheet SE Grand Rapids 459-3101
O' call 1-800-330-PI AN
for the center nearest you1

Luxury Studio, 1, and 2 Bedroom Apartments located directly across
the river from GVSIJ’s downtown campus. Knjoy our on site 24 hour
fitness center, indoor pool, expanded cable TV service, covered

Annual Exam and Pap
Birth Control - choose the method that
fits your lifestyle
Depo Provera. Lunelle"
Nuva Ring*. Ortho Evra” Patch
Emergency Contraceptive Pills (effective tn pre
venting pregnancy when taken within 120 hours
of unprotected sex, but preferably within 72 hours)
Condoms. IUD. Birth Control PiNs, and more

• Need your pills now? With H O PE you may
be able to postpone your exam
• Our fees are based on a sliding fee scale
• Flexible hours-evemng and
Saturday appointments available
• Ask about our walk-in clinics'

P

Planned Parenthood*
Talk to us in confidence
With confidence

parking, and connection to the Skywalk. 6 and 12 month lease terms
and furnished units available.

(616) 776-3300

PLAZA
TOWERS

www.eenhoom.com
phizaapts@ee126905
1
* Income restrictions apply
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Track and Cross finish Swimming records
record breaking seasons continued to fall in 2003
Pat Garrett
Grand Valley Lanthorn
I he greatest team in the his
tory of the GLIAC'? In any sport
male or female? Well it may not
he official, hut to this group of
runners, there is no argument to
he had. What would it take to he
considered this? Head coach
Jerry Baltcs has assembled a
group of runners, jumpers, and
throwers that are one season
away from a clean sweep.
The men and women’s cross
country teams walked away with
it all tins fall. The men’s team
won the GLIAC for the first
time in school history, they went
on to win the regional champi
onship for the first time in
school history as well, then in
their first appearance ever at a
national championship they fin
ished ninth.
"I had the option to graduate
last winter hut I had a season of
cross left. I decided to come
back because we were gonna be
good. It was worth it for sure,
incredible fall," said fifth year
senior captain Dave Ross.
The women, not to be out

done, won their third GLIAC
championship in four years,
their f irst regional championship
in school history, and a third
straight year with a top five fin
ish in the nation, this year finish
ing third over all. All five of the
girls were able to come home
with the All-American plaudits.
Continuing the tradition, this
last March, GVSU brought two
more championships to the
table, further pushing the great
est team title.
The men’s team won the
indoor track and field champi
onship (for a fourth year in a
row) by 93 points, scoring 2I4
points total. The tally is the
highest ever scored at a men’s
indoor championship in 19
years.
"In my fifth year, we’re
finally on pace after winning
cross, indoor, and looking to win
outdoor as well.
We’re that
much closer to the best team
ever title, we’ve gone beyond
what I’ve expected," said fifth
year senior captain
Luke
Priclipp.
Once again, the women were
not to be outdone. They also

won their fourth straight indoor
championship. They were able
to score a bit more, 214.33
points, the most points ever in
the history of the women’s team
indoor championships. The
women’s team then went on to
finish in seventh place at the
national championship meet.
Currently mid-way through
the outdoor season, both teams
are preparing themselves to be
in that same spot above the
GLIAC once again. The out
door championships are on May
2-3 at SVSU. The women have
won the last three years and the
men once. Each team has a
chance to win again, securing a
spot in GLIAC history for years
to come.
"I didn’t know what to
expect with this Dll program
coming from coaching at DI
(Eastern Michigan). The talent
on this team has totally
impressed me. The teams’ drive
and determination has inspired
me to become a better person
and athlete myself," said Jill
McMullen in her first year as an
assistant coach w ith the Lakers.

Both the men's
and women's
cross country
teams were
victorious at the
GLIAC
Championships,
as well as the
regional meets.
The men’s and
women's track
teams also
brought home
championships
in the GLIAC.
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Angela Gower
Grand Valley Lanthorn

NEW Pew Campus Housing

Efficiencies & 2 bedroom efficiencies
Fully furnished
Air Conditioned
GVSU internet access
Local phone and cable access
Kitchenettes in every unit
Utilities included
Academic year or 12 month contracts
Secchia Hall

1.2,3 & 4 bedroom units
GVSU internet access
Local phone and cable access
Family housing available
Semi-furnished
Kitchens in every unit
Utilities included
Academic year or 12 month contracts

Key. Code & Card Access Entry
On,site parking
On site laundry
Fitness Center (Pew)
Elevator Access (Pew)
24 hour security service

GrandVm i i v
Si a i i l Jniyi ksi i ^
Housing & Residence life

the NCAA tournament was also
a success for Grand Valley.
There were six qualifiers, five of
which were named all-americans.
Brandon Deters took
second in the tournament
while Katie Ballentine
came in third in the threemeter diving for the sec
ond year in a row.
“I was really happy
with the way we per
formed as a team all
year," Katie said.
Not only did the teams
compete well, but they
also did well academical
ly. The men’s team
received 24 national hon
ors and the women's team
received 29, meaning that
the individuals who were
awarded had at least a 3.5

With an impressive season
this year, the reputation of
Grand Valley's men and
women’s swimming and
diving teams held their
ground. Both teams did
extremely well this year
with many outstanding
performances.
Throughout the sea
son, 21 varsity records
and 19 freshman records
were broken, showing the
significance of the fresh
man class this year.
“A lot of places need
ed to be filled, and every
one did a very good job of
compensating,”
said
Coach Dewey Newsome
when asked about the
success of the teams.
The senior class had
an important role also, as
Coach Newsome points
out.
“They set the expecta
tions and the standards
for everyone else on the
teams and performed very
well throughout the sea
son.”
At the conference
championship
meet
GVSU set 13 varsity and
ten freshmen records; 61
lifetime
bests
were
recorded as well.
The men’s team came
in third at the conference
championship with every
Grand Valley l.antln>rn / Luke VViirfc
one stepping up and plac Katie Balentme slices into the water as she completes
ing high.
a dive in a meet against Wayne State. The Lakers
“The depth of this set 13 varsity records at the GLIAC championships
team was a huge advan
tage.” Coach Newsome
states. “There were a lot of total team effort.
With many significant per
tough teams but our depth is
formances at the national level.

VBALL
continued from page 8
conference in kills per game
averaging 4.21 per game with a
.330 attack percentage.
Bayle earned First Team
honors for the first time in her
career although she has previ
ously made Second Team AllGLIAC.

For more information, or to apply, please contact
the Office of Housing and Residence Life.
PHONE 616.331.2120
WEB www.gvsu.edu

what allowed us to do so well."
The women’s team took sec
ond at the championship and
with everyone scoring it was a

She ranks fourth in the con
ference in assists w ith 11.73 per
game.
Bird and Skr/ypek earned
All-GLIAC nominations for the
second year in a row while Joris
was named to the conference
team for the first time in her
career.
Key seniors will be replaced
with five incoming freshmen.

OPA.
“The academic suc
cess of the team is very
important to our pro
gram," Coach Newsome
points out, “we had the
highest GPA for fall
semester out of all of the
sports and most of the
team held a B average or
better.”
The Grand Valley
swimming and diving
teams banquet was held
this past Saturday and
there were many awards
to be given out.
Among them were the
Lakers award, chosen by
the team members for
performance, leadership,
and teamwork. Also, the
Captain’s award which
chosen by the seniors for
PLEASE SEE SWIM, 10

Megan
Helsen,
Kelsey
Schuiteman, Jennifer Selgo,
Erica VandeKopple and Molly
Young arc scheduled to join the
Laker squad for the 2003 season,
according to Head Coach
Deanna Scanlon.
Will these new Lakers be
able to fill the shoes of graduat
ing record-setters? Only time
will tell.

t

An action-packed year

We want
a Grand
Valley
victory!

PFC Andy Barker
SPC Craig Lemmon
PFC Christopher J. Noel
Charles Singer,; U.S. Navy

Along with all the Men and Women serving in the U.S. Military

SWIM
continued from page 9
effort, persistence, and perform
ance.
Keith Tramper and Becky
Noechel were the recipients for
the Captain’s award and Drew
Watson. Larry Watson, and
Becky Noechel were given the
Lakers award,

Katie Ballentine reflected or
the year and said, “It was a good
end to a good season.”
With the men's team winning
six out of their ten regular season
meets and the women's team
winning ten out of their eleven
the swimming and diving tcam>
had an outstanding season over
all.

Construction, construction: everywhere!
■

New housing and
the the opening of
the Cook-DeWitt
Center added to the
new developments
downtown.
Paul Murray
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Construction remains on
schedule for the new facilities on
Pew Campus downtown. The
new (as yet unnamed) living
center next to Secchia Hall and
the Cook-DeWitt Center for
Health Sciences are on-target for
their Aug. 15 openings. Some
residents of the Cook-PeWitt
Center might even move in
early.
“Some of the staff may be
moving into their offices (at the
Cook-DeWitt Center for Health
Sciences) in late May or early
June,” Jane Toot, Director of the
School ol Health Professions,
said.
I'he Cook-DeWitt Center
downtown recently underwent a
change in name. Formerly
referred to as the Cook-DeWitt
Center for Health Professions,
the $57 million building at
Michigan and Lafayette Streets
is now the Cook-DeWitt Center

Coordinator, said recently.
for Health Sciences.
"There will be a fitness room
“It’s not a big deal,” Toot
in the new living center which
said. “I think they (university
officials) changed the name of will be open to students in
the building to reflect
more of what will be
going on inside the build
ing, including molecular
biology, and research
activities. There will be
more research-oriented
activities as well as class
es inside the Center for
Health Sciences.”
Official dedication
ceremonies for the CookDeWitt Center for Health
Sciences are tentatively
scheduled for the week
of September 16-20,
2003, although the build
ing will be open and
operational by the time
classes start in late
August for the fall 2003
semester. Because of
limited parking, shuttle
busses will ferry students The Cook-DeVos Health Center should be open
from the central Pew
Campus to the CookSecchia Hall,” Lipnicki added.
DeWitt Center for Health
“The new building will also
Sciences.
The new living center down have an elevator, unlike Secchia,
town will also be open and oper
ational by the time students
move in for fall classes. “There
will be 170 units in the new liv
ing center, and 226 beds alto
gether,” Steve Lipnicki, Pew
Campus
Student
Services

so there won’t be accessibility
issues."
One consideration which
GVSU students thinking about

income tax. Employed students
living in Grand Rapids, or work
ing in the city, will be subject to
the 1.3 percent city income tax.
The new 84,(KM)
square-foot living center
on Pew Campus "will be
more like those in
Allendale than Secchia
Hall
is,”
Lipnicki
explained. "It (the new
living center) will have
Resident Assistants and
Multicultural Assistants,
meeting rooms, and a
lounge where students
can gather and where
events and activities can
be held. Those activities
will be open to students
in Secchia. The new liv
ing center and Secchia
Hall will never merge
into one building, but it
will be much more of a
real downtown commu
nity now.”
courtesy of GVSU News amt Information
The addition of 220
for operation for the fall 2003 semester.
or more new students
J living
downtown,
according to Lipnicki, may have
moving from Allendale to Grand
Rapids will need to keep in mind an impact on dining services at
is that Grand Rapids has a city
the Plaza Cafe. “There have

Congratulations

Competition
among law schools
a focus between
GVSU, Cooley
Rachel Mavis
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Thomas M. Cooley Law
School, the second lap est law
school in the nation ecently
formed an alliance wii vVestern

been conversations regarding
the hours of operation (of the
Cafe), the menu, and the possi
bility of additional seating.”
Lipnicki stressed, though, that
nothing has been decided yet
and the discussions remain noth
ing more than that at this point.
Further contributing to the
new look of Pew Campus for fall
semester will be additional park
ing for students living down
town. Currently, construction is
underway on the parking lot
where the former DeWitt Barrel
Company cleaning facility had
been. DeWitt Barrel vacated its
former facility in December
2002 after purchase by GVSU
and moved into its new location
in Marne, just west of Grand
Rapids.
Pew Campus continues to
establish its identity as develop
ment proceeds. Students return
ing in the fall will see the “new
look” and possibly additional
changes as well.
State budget problems have
not yet had an impact on Pew
Campus
construction,
and
planned development proceeds
on schedule.

Grads!

ing a part of the law school com
munity.
First,GVSU. Michigan State
University's DCL College of
Law- (MSU-DCL) and the Grand
Rapids Bar Association (GRBA)
have been working together.
According to Matt McLoean.

Cmom. itttw i Put

THE THOMAS M.

COOLEY
LAW SCHOOL

Michigan University, enabling
GVSU’s Vice President for
Colley to offer first semester law
University Relations, they have
classes in Grand Rapids. The
“signed a memorandum of
classes will be offered at what
understanding for the formation
will be known as Western
and operation of the Legal
Michigan University’s Graduate
Education Institute of West
Center in Grand Rapids.
Michigan, the purpose of which
Cooley already draws stu
will be to further the objective of
dents both nationally and inter
bringing legal education to west
nationally.
This addition in
Michigan.”
course offering locations may
Earlier, GVSU and MSUincrease
the
number
of DCL formed an agreement for a
Michigan residents who arc
joint degree program, also work
enrolled at Cooley. Currently, ing with GVSU’s Seidman
only about 30c/c of their students
School of Business, preceding
are Michigan residents.
the creation of the Legal
According to Cooley Law
Education Institute. “The joint
School, they were "founded on
agreement allows Grand Valley
the premise that an individual’s
students pursuing the BBA and
formal knowledge of the law is
MBA degree to simultaneously
beneficial to society as a whole, enroll in MSU-DCL’s juris docand that the
strength of a
gram.
ile m oc racy
Each insti
depends on
tution has
the ability of
agreed to
people
to "founded on the premise that accept cer
understand
tain credits
an individual's formal
their laws.”
from
the
The school, knowledge of the law is ben other's
which takes eficial to society as a whole,
progra in;
pride in its
this
diverse and that the strength of a
enables
group
of democracy depends on the
our
stu
applicants,
dents
to
will expand ability of people to under
earn
a
its
broad stand their laws."
BBA-JD
range
of
or MBAapplicants
JD in less
by extend
time than it would take to earn
ing their campus to include each degree separately,” said
Grand Rapids.
Me Logan.
Cooley Law School offers
GVSU has also joined with
classes three terms a year, each
the
Grand
Rapids
Bar
named after the terms of the
Association in order to offer law
English Courts of Common
books at the campus library.
Law. The Michaelmas term “The agreement has led to the
begins in May, the Hilary term
availability of a law library col
in January, and the Trinity term
lection on our Grand Rapids
in May. Each semester lasts fif campus (at the Steelcase Library
teen weeks, completing a 12in the DcVos Center). The law
month academic year. Classes collection, previously housed by
during each semester are offered
the GRBA, is now part of the
both during the week and on
Steelcase Library, where it can
weekends.
be accessed by our students as
This past January, Cooley
well as by members of the Bar
Law School broke admissions
Association,” said McLogan.
records by processing 782 law
GVSU will be offering more
school applications, more than
law classes next fall, but have
ever received in a month before. already offered a course in
Applications at law schools “advanced securities regula
across the country are up, but
tions” through the MSU-DCL at
Cooley’s numbers of applicants Grand Valley this past semester.
have been particularly high.
More arc being planned for the
With the increase of law stu future, bringing GVSU into the
dent applicants across the coun growing list of universities
try. Grand Valley will be bccomoffering law classes.

Celebrate
with us!
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Theater hits the
Merchant of Venice

Courtesy of GVSU Theatre Deft.

"The Merchant of Venice" graced Grand Valley's stage Sept. 27
through Oct. 6, 2002.

Grand Valley’s 2002-2003
Theatre season opened with the
Shakespeare Festival’s main
production,
"The
stage
Merchant of Venice."
This
classic production addresses
issues of anti-Semitism and
discrimination, issues that are
faced in various regions of the
world even today.
The show stared GVSU
students Brian Quakenbush as
Bassanio, Heather Harnett as
Portia, Rachel Roos as Nerissa,
Michael Houser as Gratiano,
Bryant Osikowicz as Lorenzo,
Carolyn Ratkowski as Jessica,
and Dan Kennedy as Lancelot.

Returning as guest actors on
GVSU’s stage were Brian Webb
Russell (on GVSU’s stage as
Antipholus - "Comedy of
Errors") as Shy lock and Grey
Redford (on GVSU’s stage as
Roy Cohn - "Angels in
America, Part I") as Antonio.
GVSU professor Karen
Libman directed the production,
saying of "The Merchant of
Venice,"
"This is a funny, entertaining
play with a level of malevolence
to it. The audience leaves very
amused and very entertained,
but also with something to think
about."

Little Women

Courtesy of GVSU Theatre Dept.

“Idiot's Delight," the last major production of the season, ran March 21
through March 29, 2003.

The classic American
story of "Little Women"
graced Grand Valley's stage
as the final show of the fall.
The cast was full of GVSU
students - many of them
"salwarts of the Theatre
department." The show' was
directed by guest director
Jeralyn Pinsky, a director
who has worked extensively
in the Grand Rapids area.
"It’s about a family in
hard times that has a
closeness that sees them
through
all
kinds
of
troubles.
It’s a positive

message. It’s good to go to
the theatre and escape into
this
clean,
wonderful
world." Pinsky said in
describing the show.
The sets and costuming
really drew audiences into
the production - "from hats
to hoops," they did a
wonderful job, despite a few
issues opening night with
props and costumes, the
show went off without a
hitch and had a positive
effect on the audience.
"Little Women" ran from
Nov. 15 through Nov. 22.

Gramt Valley bullhorn ! Will Hurrah

The classic story of “Little Women" ran Nov. 15 through Nov. 22, 2002

«

Idiot’s Delight
When Roger Ellis of GVSU’s
School of Communications
made the selection of "Idiot’s
Delight" for the last major
production of the season, war
with Iraq was not even a
glimmer.
"The play has much to say
about the motives for going to
war, or acquiescing to war,"
Ellis said.
"Idiot’s Delight" is set at the
outbreak of hostilities in Europe
during World War II.
In it,
travelers are stuck at the SwissItalian border as the war begins.
The show was written by Robert

Sherwood, who won a Pulitzer
Prize for it
Before the show ran, Trinity
Bird, who played Harry Van,
said "I think everyone who sees
the play will be entertained as
well as being forced to think
about war and life."
Within days of the show’s
opening, the United States was
at war. The imagery in the show
can certainly be held up in
comparison with the images
seen on CNN.
"Idiot’s Delight" ran from
March 21 through March 29.

Bartered Bride

Courtesy of GVSU 77;<vifrtj

Dept.l

’Bartered Bride’ cast
members Lucy Finkel |
and Michael Houser,
kneeling, and Daniel
Stauffer.

In an old tradition here at the
University,
an
opera
presentation was staged at
GVSLI during early February.
"The Bartered Bride" was not
your typical opera.
The show brought together
students from Theatre and
Music to put together an
ensemble to tell the story of

Marenka and two brothers who
never knew they had each other.
An excellent cast and a good
orchestra under the direction of
guest conductor Daniel Boico
made the show definitely worth
seeing.
"The Bartered Bride" ran from
Feb. 7 through Feb. 9.

You'd smile,too...

...if vou lived here!

Affordable 1-,2-and 3-bedrooms
Great for roommates!
Included in your rent:

Gas for heat
Garage with opener
Washer and dryer
3100 Club Cafe
Basic cable
Whirlpool
Fitness center
Outdoor pool
Social events

____
GVSU Graduates!
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Waterchase wants to reward you for your
achievements with an extra discount! Call for details!
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Life is just better here
www.ipa-management.com
*restrictions apply

Professionally managed by IPA Management, Inc.

Pav\F\v\g. tho night awai^ at FroddontF Fall
Kerry Sharp
Grand Valley Lanthom
The President’s Ball this year
attracted nearly 4.(XX) students
and guests. In the end, the night
, was a huge success for Student
Senate.
Rachel
Voorhees,
Vice
President of Student Senate,
.^commented that, "Presidents’
, Ball is an opportunity for stu
dents to enjoy the beauty of
downtown Grand Rapids at
.night and spend the evening with
friends." She also said, "It’s a
way for students to step away
from their academic focus for an
• .evening and realize they are part
of a large, loving Laker commu
nity who surely knows how to
have a good time."
This year’s President’s Ball
• .was held in the Grand Center in
>downtown
Grand
Rapids.
, director of Student Life Bob
; Atoll said, "The Presidents’ Ball
;^bas continued to grow in size
*Hnd now is so large it requires a
major space to hold the event."
.*
The Grand Center worked
-well as a location, although it
^wasn’t
universally
liked.
; ^Sophomore Laura Krouse said.

"It was nice that it was big
enough to be comfortable, but it
kind of just ltx)ked like a big
cement room. I was expecting a
few more decorations."
Krouse felt the ball was even
better than last year, though.
"My favorite part was running
into people I never see anymore.
If you make friends with some
one in a class, you rarely ever
get to see them once that class is
over. The ball brought together
students who normally never run
into each other," she said.
The night kicked off with a
dinner hosted by university pres
ident Mark Murray and Student
Senate president Thomn Bell.
During the meal, outstanding
faculty and other individuals
who have affected Grand Valley
State University were honored.
Entertainment was provided by
groups like GVSU’s men’s a
eapella group After School
Special.
After dinner, the dance
began. Additional students who
chose not to come to the dinner
program arrived then. This year,
this addition numbered in the
thousands. Students filled the
floor moving to the sounds a DJ
provided. Along with dancing,
the ball offered limousine rides

and a photographer.
Some of the students in
attendance
enjoyed
fancy
evenings with a special date,
while others used the evening as
an opportunity to get a little
silly.
Sophomore
RA
Jessica
Wetherbee enjoyed her second
time experiencing Presidents’
Ball. As an RA in freshman liv
ing center Kistler, Wetherbee got
to re-live the excitement of
going for the first time.
"It was fun to get dressed up
and go dancing myself, but one
of the best parts was definitely
seeing my residents there. After
you spend all year seeing the
girls in their pajamas, it’s excit
ing to see them all in nice dress
es with their hair done,"
Wetherbee said.
Not everyone treated the ball
so formally. Several groups of
friends wore spotted dressed in
silly vintage threads and feather
boas, not taking the event so
seriously and having a good
time. One student even found a
way to mix three different pat
terns of plaid with his shirt, tie,
and jacket.
Overall, the event was a
huge success.
Junior Matt
Finnegan was surprised at how

Grand Valley Lanthom / Peter Stobridge

Nicole Cimoch, Anthony Stepler, Allison Kranz and Jen Stevens dance the night away.

much fun he had. A transfer stu
dent from Jackson Community
College, Finnegan had never
been to the ball before. "There’s
nothing like this at Jackson CC,"

he said. "It was like everyone
was there!"
Finnegan phrased it nicely
when he said. "I’m already look
ing forward to next year."

The Presidents’ Ball takes
place every February. Watch out
for updates from Student Senate
about next year’s event.
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Seventh annual Renaissance Festival
adds to Homecoming Weekend
Frin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthom
During
this
2002-2003
school year. Grand Valley’s sev
enth
annual
Renaissance
Festival took place during
* Homecoming Weekend in the
• 'Square below the Cook Carillon
'Tower. Students from all disci
plines helped to pull off the mas’ i-sive undertaking, which is
• almost entirely student run.
Since almost dying at the
end of the 1999-2000 school
year, when most of the officers
graduated.
Grand
Valley’s
Renaissance Festival has since
exploded in membership, going
from a handful of members to
having over l(X) people on the
club mailing list.
Graduating senior Diane
Kowalski brought the organiza
tion through these rebuilding
years and retired after three
years as president of GVRen at
the end of the Fall 2(X)2 semes
ter to be replaced by John
Brennen.
This year’s Renaissance
Festival catered to over 2.000
fairegoers and marked a series
of firsts for GVRen.
This year was the first year
that the festival ever had a site
^ ^director.
**
Stepping up to the plate to
;take the position for the 2(H)2
-festival was third year Business,
Political Science, and History
major Nicholas Diggs. Diggs
and his committee worked
behind the scenes at the festival
to make sure everything ran
smoothly.
"Fairc has gotten much larg
er than it has been in past years,"
he said, "and we needed some
one who was not so much per
forming but working behind the
scenes to keep everything run
ning smoothly.
“This will take a lot of pres
sure off other members of fairc
and let them concentrate on
making the faire the best possi
ble for the patrons who come."
The system worked pretty
well this past year. When a
severe storm threatened the fes
tival on Saturday evening, the
cast and volunteers of GVRen,
under the direction of the site
committee, managed to help
merchants close down the site
within a half hour of receiving
word of the approaching storm.
Many of the cast was still in

costume while helping to "tear
down" on Saturday evening, and
was likewise in costume on
Sunday morning, when the site
was set up again.
Over the course of the year,
the festival has rewritten its
bylaws and constitution as well
as selecting a new Duchess, who
is the “in-character” ruler of
Grand Valley in the world of the
festival.
Throughout the year, GVRen
visited several festivals, includ
ing the Michigan Renaissance
Festival at Holly and the SCA’s
St. Valentine’s Day Massacre in
Kalamazoo.
Grand
Valley
State
University Renaissance Festival.

APARTMENTS
...for convenient, comfortable, living

Now accepting applications and reservations for
the 2003 - 2004 calender year.
1000 sq. ft., Two Bedroom Units, 1-4 Person Occupancy
Located on Lake Michigan Drive just West of Campus
For more info or tour call Roger

ph 616.895.5875
fx 616.892.4441

Grand Valley's festival was fun for the whole family, despite the chilly
weather. Two-year-old Alyssa Prange of Holland enjoyed the festivities by
dancing. Children of all ages were welcome to try the children's games or
enjoy the entertainment.

The Laramie Project
In November. Grand Valley
remembered slain University of
Wyoming student Matthew
Shepard with "The Laramie
Project." This show was about
the aftermath of Shepard’s bru
tal beating death in October
I99X. The show is based on
interviews conducted by the
Teutonic Theatre Project as well
as the journals of project mem
bers.
The show was interesting,
mostly because so much of the
cast played so many different
roles. A simple addition or sub
traction of an article of clothing
completely redefined who an
actor was portraying.
Rodcl Salazar directed the
show as part of the Student
’Ibircctcd Scries. It was spon
sored by the RAs and MAs here

over the summer, will make an
appearance
at
the
West
Michigan Renaissance Festival
in Ludington, which was found
ed by several former GVRen
members.
Festival members will also
attend Silver Leaf Renaissance
Festival near Kalamazoo and
will
attend
the
Michigan
Renaissance Festival at Holly
shortly after the beginning of
classes for the Fall 2(X)3 semes
ter.
Grand Valley’s Renaissance
Festival will take place on Oct.
4-5, 2004. For more informa
tion,
contact
gvren@studcnt.gvsu.edu or visit
http://www2.gvsu.edu/~gvren.

at GVSU. Each performance
including Talk-Back sessions
following it.
"The show, in the eyes of the
cast," said Joel Schindlbcck. a
GVSU student, about the show,
"is a very important piece of a
larger puzzle, a larger mission to
make the world a better place. I
feel that this is not a play, this is
a lesson, an example, a thought
and expression. It needs to be
produced everywhere, as often
as possible until everyone has
seen it.”
This word needs to be told;
every human needs to experi
ence ‘The Laramie Project.’ It
awakens the humanist spirit that
has slowly disappeared in our
disconnected society."
"The Laramie Project" ran
from Nov. I through Nov. 3.

Office Hours:
Monday - Friday
9am - 5pm

Need a job ?

iserv

Surf the web with Iserv!

Special Internet Discounts For All GVSU Graduates!
Internet Service Includes:

How do I sign up?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.

Simply call Iserv at 1.888.64.ISERV
and mention the Graduation
Special promotion to a Customer
Support representative.

2.

Or, sign up online at www.iserv.net
using the promotional code:
“2GRAD3”

$16.95 UNLIMITED Internet access -$3 savings
Free activation -$20 value
Up to 10 email addresses
7 megabytes personal webspace
Email anywhere
Anti-spam features
Local statewide dialup numbers

Congratulations Graduates!
www.iserv.net

1.888.64.ISERV

oyal spirit portrayed

Male students get the student section to cheer more for the Homecoming football game.

at
Homecoming
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke Wark

Last year’s Homecoming Court, Ralph Johnson and Ebony Parker, hand off their titles to the new court, Tommy Hakim
and Sarah Mclouth. Both Hakim and McLouth are members of Niemeyer Community council.

Grand Valley Imu thorn /
Will Harrah, Luke Wark

Left: James Baetens, left,
is a slot machine.
Charles Jipping, a
sophomore majoring in
history, is a Las Vegas
show girl. Eric Fortier, a
senior majoring in biology
and minoring in
chem/physics, is Elvis
and took first prize.
Jason Keesler, majoring
in English secondary
education, is a joker.
Right: Josh Eling
displays his fraternities'
hanging Wildcat at the
Homecoming bonfire at
Robinson Field.
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Elections affect local area along with state
Ann Pearson
Grand Valley Lanthorn
At the ballo Nov. 5, 2(X)2,
voters made d< .sions that affect
many aspects of Grand Valley
State University's local commu
nity.
Among
those decisions
included: Passing of a new ice
arena, passing of a liquor law in
Allendale, passing of sewage
system upgrade proposal and the
failure of an additional proposal
that would have transferred
funds from the Michigan Merit
Award.
The Community Ice Center
Bond proposal, which passed,
approved the construction of a
$7 million ice arena in nearby
Georgetown Township. The
project, already being built, will
be located on the corner of Luce
and 42nd Avenue.
The ice arena will provide
many services, including host
ing the practices of Grand
Valley’s hockey team.
Also affecting the local com
munity, a liquor law, which has
been added to the ballot several
times since 1980, passed in
Allendale Nov. 5. The new law
allows for nine liquor licenses to
be distributed in Allendale.
The city hopes to see more
restaurants come to the area.
“Allendale has been growing

so much in the past couple of
years that some of the new resi
dents in town wanted to see new
commerce,” said Julie Van
Dyke, executive director of the
Allendale Area Chamber of
Commerce.
"I believe that permitting
alcohol will encourage a variety
of restaurants to develop in
Allendale,” said Bart Merkle,
dean of students.
Proposal 2, which appeared
on ballots statewide, was called
the Clean Water Bond Proposal.
Passed by voters, the proposal
gives local governments access
to low-interest loans that will
allow for statewide sewage and
wastewater
infrastructure
upgrades with no tax increases
to citizens.
Most of Michigan’s sewage
systems are outdated and often
get overloaded during heavy
rainfall, allowing raw sewage to
enter the stale’s streams, rivers
and lakes.
“This proposal is a gift that
keeps on giving," said Cyndi
Roper, the Michigan director for
Clean Water Action. “Money
would be put into a state-revolv
ing fund, and low interest loans
would be granted. The money
would then be paid back to that
fund, making money available
to other communities.”
Many believe these actions

will help prevent much more
costly problems, such as pipes
bursting.
One proposal on the Nov. 5
ballot did not pass. Proposal 4
would have transferred the funds
that supported the Michigan
Merit Award, a $2,500 scholar
ship for high school seniors who
pass the MHAP test, to Citizens
fora Healthy Michigan.
The award is funded by a
tobacco settlement. Citizens for
a Healthy Michigan wanted to
convert the funds to health-ori
ented causes.
“The Healthy
Michigan
Amendment simply dedicates
the funds from the tobacco law
suit to where they should have
gone from the beginning,” was
the organization’s claim.
University officials and
many
students
adamantly
rebelled against the proposal.
“It is bad public policy
because special interest groups
should not be allowed to force
their spending priorities into
Michigan's
Constitution,"
President Mark Murray said in a
column.
Student
Senate,
with
approval from Grand Valley’s
administration, protested against
the proposal. Twenty-six sena
tors and concerned students took
a trip to Southfield. Mich., Oct.
12 to rally against Proposal 4.

On Oct. 12, 2002, 26 students, most of them members of Student Senate, traveled to Southfield, Mich., to rally
against Proposal 4. The proposal failed to pass on the Nov. 5 ballot.

Con* ratulations
raduates
From the GVSU
Alumni Relations

THE FIRST SPRING BREAK
REALITY MOVIE!
NO RULES.
APRIL 25 ONLY IN THEATRES

Manitou break-in one of the
more shocking events of the year
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The usually tranquil and
crime-free campus of Grand
Valley State was shocked by a
breaking and entering and
attempted robbery committed by
three non-students in the early
hours before the first day of
classes.
The suspects entered the
mainframe computer lab of
Manitou Hall on the Allendale
campus at around 4:30 a.m.
looking for cash in the room.
The suspects climbed to the top
of the wall of Manitou Hall
using an iron gate that was locat
ed in a walled-in area at the bot
tom of the window they entered.
The suspects initially tried to use
a glasscutter to enter the build
ing, but it did not work. It did
puncture the window, however,
and the suspects kicked in the
glass.
Grand Valley has the room
staffed 24-hours a day, and on
that night, computer operator
Michael Jenkins was on duty.
After being confronted by
Jenkins inside the building, the
suspects beat Jenkins with a
police-style flashlight and a prybar, which authorities do not
know how the suspects appre
hended.
Jenkins received at
least three blows to the head. He
required numerous stitches and
staples to close the wound. He
also needed stitches to his left

hand, and his leg was cut during
the attack as well. The suspects
were able to take a bag of money
from Manitou. as well as a cash
box that was located in room
225. All in all. the suspects
walked out with nearly $500
from the robbery.
Jenkins was able to call 911,
but left nearly five unanswered
calls. Officer Julie Sanderson of
the Ottawa County Police
Department was sent to cheek
the scene and was at Manitou
Hall in nearly a minute after the
calls took place.
Charity
Anderson, another custodian at
Grand Valley who was cleaning
the steps of Mackinaw Hall at
the time of the attack, heard
Jenkins cry for help, but by the
time Anderson went to call for
police. Sanderson was already at
the scene.
The 1st suspect, Ernesto
Soto, 18, was apprehended
quickly.
"A tracking dog from the
Grand Haven Police Department
was brought in to examine the
crime scene and ended up track
ing the trail of the person (Soto)
apprehended," Grand Valley
Chief of Police Allen Wygant
said.
Soto, who served as the
lookout during the night of inci
dent. immediately told police
that there were two others who
were involved in the robbery.
The 2nd suspect, Nathan
Paul Westberg, 22, was appre-

AMERICA ONLINE KEYWORD' THE REAL CANCUN

hended a week later by the East
Lansing Police Department.
They
immediately
notified
Public Safety of the capture.
Finally, on September 4. the
third suspect, Joshua Powell. 22,
of Westberg. Illinois turned him
self into police. Powell contact
ed Detective John Lyman of
Public Safety and told him that
he wanted to turn himself in at
the Park & Ride, which is locat
ed near the Coopersvillc exit on
1-96.
Powell was Westberg knew
each other from working at the
same Burger King in East
Lansing. Soto knew Westberg
because the two lived in the
same area in Illinois. Westberg
and Powell were also possible
suspects on a number of breakins on Michigan State's campus,
according to investigations from
Public Safety. Westberg also
had a substantial arrest record in
Illinois and East Lansing,
including two resisting and
obstructing a police officer
charges.
“We were able to arrest the
suspects very quickly because of
the excellent police work from
Officer
Julie
Sanderson,
Detective John Lyman, Officer
Brandon Deltaan, Detective
Venus Dyke and Lt. Del South.
They recovered a lot of evidence
on the crime scene, which
helped out immensely,” said
Barbara Berger, assistant direc
tor at GVSU Public Safety.

www.therealcancun.com
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The School of Social Work wishes to
Congratulate all of its' Bachelors and
v Masters level graduates and wishes
\
them well in the future.
/

Walk for a cure
County of Ottawa
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This yearRelay for Life, an all-night fundraising event for the American
Cancer Society, was held April 11-12. GVSU raised $42,153.

The GVSU Chemistry
faculty congratulates
all of our outstanding
Chemistry Majors who
are graduating in the
class of 2003.

CUTS
continued from page 5
tion for next year significantly
larger than the cuts already
announced for this year.”
Earlier in the year, with the
cuts pending, Grand Valley
projected that tuition could
increase by as much as 3 percent
for next year. Last year, tuition
was raised by the maximum 8.5
percent, or about $200 more per
semester.

FOOTBALL
continued from page 2

Take some time to celebrate your accomplishments
and good luck in your future endeavors!
Scott A. Bergman
William E. Cleveland
Jennifer M. Daugherty
Travis L. Erdmann
David L.Frattarelli
Samantha M.Frawley
Jordan L. Fritts
Brooke M.Gartland
Amanda J.Hennip
Kimberly M. High

Jennifer K. Hildebrant
Stefan M.Kilyanek
Susan M. Kitchen
David S.Kuiper
Julie L. Locklin
Michael L.McConnon
Sarah M.McLouth
Chip P. Prisccaru
Jamie R. Rodgers
Brian T.Wysocki

Just a few steps
from campus.
3,9, or 12 Month Leases
Recreation Room
Billiard Tables
Swimming Pool
Modern Kitchen Appliances
Full Bath & Shower
Air Conditioning
Cheap Cable
...and more!

Campus View
| Apartments & Townhomes]
For More Information Call:

616-89S-6678
10235-95 42nd Avenue
Allendale, Michigan 49401
Located next to Afterwards Cafe

faithful were having flashbacks
of a year ago. the Lakers were
calm and collected.
“Our
guys
had
the
confidence; they knew they
could come back. Curt came
over and was angry at himself
but he just kept on saying ‘don't
worry, we’ll get it back, we’ll
get it back' I think that's a direct
quote,” said Forest.
“I went over and we just kept
each other calm and confident.
We'd scored so fast so many
times before, so the experience
was there. We had the ball and
we just believed,” said Kircus.
Anes and Kircus led the
Lakers down field 68 yards
connecting five times including
the go-ahead winner with 62
seconds left.
The Grand Valley defense
came up big in the clutch just as
it had all year as the Lakers of
Grand Valley State won the
2002 Division II National
Championship.
For Kircus winning a
national title isn't about the
records, the trophies or the
banners.
“Personally,
winning
a
championship is more than just
a ring. It's more than just
winning.
It’s
about
the
commitment. It means four or
five years of hard work and
dedication. It s about the team
camaraderie.
That’s
what
winning
a
championship
means.”

About 61.4 percent of Grand
Valley’s revenues came from
tuition in 2002. The rest is
funded by state appropriations
and other small funds, such as
parking tickets and interest.
After cuts are announced, thd
Board
of
Trustees
will
determine next fall's tuition rate
and announce it in July 2003.
State budgeting is a problem
in 42 of the nation’s 50 states,
and Michigan is one of them.

When asked what was the
one thing he looks back on with
the most pride, and what means
to him the most about the past
year, Coach
Kelly didn’t
hesitate: “The way our players
represented Grand Valley State
University. They represented
themselves in a way off the field
that I’m proud of. They
represented the university, as a
whole, nationally, in a manner in
that all students and faculty can
be proud of. The way they
handled themselves off the field,
in front of the cameras and
newspapers
and
reporters.
Ihatsmbal Lmmost proud of ”
Since that day in December
of2001 the Grand Valley Lakers
had been chasing a dream. The
destination was to return to the
scene
of
their
greatest
heartbreak.
The goal was to avenge that
hurt and to make it right.
Exactly how the Lakers
managed to piece together a
second straight
undefeated
season may not be possible to
express into words. But if it can
be done, it already has. Hanging
opposite of Coach Kelly 's office
door is a framed poster.
It was what the 2002 Lakers
were the personification of:
Teamwork is the ability to
work together toward a common
vision. The ability to direct
individual
accom p I i s h me n|
toward
organizational
objectives. It is the fuel tha$
allows common people to attaio
uncommon results. Simply
stated, it is less me and more we«
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The one-year
anniversary of
America’s darkest
day gave students
andfaculty the
chance to mom
and reflect.

*3 have twoparticu(ar(y vivid memories. One was being with the stu

dents at the Cooh Cariffon TTwer. There was so much anxiety andfear at
the time that it was wonderfuC to gather as a community. J won’t ever
One of my most vivid

forget the dignity and sofemnity of that gathering.

President Mart Murray

memories was arriving at
Gratui Valley Latithorn

the downtown
campus and seeing so
many
students gathered around
the
various TV monitors in
the T>eVos Cafe. <1 had
never seen so many
students watching the
news with such intent
v
and concentration.
Anthony T'ravist
QVS'U history
professor

Magnum Tattooing Inc.
Super-Store

All across campus,
students, faculty,
administrators and mem
bers of the community
took time to reflect on the
1 -year anniversary of
September 11. (Left):
Students take a moment
of silence in
remembrance of the peo
ple who lost their lives
during Sept. 11.
(Bottom left): American
flags were a common
sight-even sticking out of
one’s backpack was an
easy place to show what
9-11 meant to you.
(Far bottom): Grand
Valley and community
police officers bow their
heads during the candle
light vigil held near the
Carillon clock tower.
(Below): Grand Valley
dedicated a special
plaque for those who lost
their lives during 9-11.

7450 Union Ave.. Jenison, Ml 49428
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Congratulations
Graduates!!!
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GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Opinion uses same tired
sources as reference
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This is in response to a student
opinion published in the April 10
issue of The Lanthom. titled “More
Domestic Partner Benefits
Hypocrisy." My problem is not
with author Scott Branch's mis
guided opinion, but that he uses the
same tired sources as a reference.
first let me say I wouldn’t call
Branch a homophobe or bigot.
Ignorance does not cause phobias,
mental illness does. However,
ignorance does seem to cause big
otry in many cases.
I want to applaud the Senate
for keeping this issue at the fore
front of the university. It’s been
said by many before that GVSU
has an obligation to follow it’s poli
cies of equal treatment and non-discrimination by offering Domestic
Partnership benefits to their gay
and lesbian faculty and staff mem
bers. I couldn't agree more.
The problem with Branch's
assessment is that it is Hawed. He
quotes Gary Glenn of the so-called
American family Association of
Michigan. By quoting others who
have political agendas of their own.
Branch nullifies his own argument.
The quote states that homosexuals
have "dramatically higher risk for
domestic violence, mental illness.
substance abuse, life-threatening
disease, and premature death...”
Of these, only the higher risk lor
domestic violence has been proven
through unbiased, scientific
research. The other maladies are
false, furthermore. The National
Gay and Lesbian Task force did
not reduce just domestic partner
benefits, but did so for heterosexual, married employees as well. And
yes. they have heterosexuals on
their staff.
If AIDS is to be considered the
“life-threatening disease" that is
mentioned, the Centers for Disease
Control says that the highest risk
rates of infection are in heterosexu
als and minorities. The unfortunate
thing about relying on Gary Glenn
for the truth, is that he has been
proven time and again to be dis
honest His organization takes its
data from psychologist Paul
Cameron, who has been widely
criticized by scientists. In 1983.
Cameron was kicked out of the
American Psychological
Association for unethical practices
and poor research, according to the
APA. The American Sociological
Association says, "Paul Cameron is
not a sociologist and condemns his
consistent, misrepresentation of
sociological research." It might be
better for Mr. Branch to do some
independent research on the subject
rather than rely on the falsehoods
of Gary Glenn.
On the point of the Corporate
Research Council that Branch
quotes. I can't deny the quote. It's
just strange that Google.com does
n't find any hits for such an organi
zation However, to say that costs
for samc-sex couples are "much
higher" just doesn't make rational
sense. Anyone can research this at
university web sites such as UM.
UM and Michigan State
Universities claim that there is a
very small increase in costs. The
increase is due to simply adding
another person to the insurance, not
because the insured may be homo
sexual. Insurance costs would be
higher if homosexuals married an
opposite-sex partner, also. The cost
has nothing to do with being homo
sexual or heterosexual, it has to do
with the number of people insured.
The truth about costs is this: A
married couple’s insurance can cost
$5,000 or more, whereas a single
person is closer to $3,(XX). What
this means is that a married
employee is earning more money
than an unmarried, partnered
employee. If you want to talk
about discrimination, it's right there
in black and white. Branch asks

i

why a homosexual professor should
get this benefit and not an unmar
ried heterosexual professor? I feel
for anyone who can't see this with
out asking the question, but the
answer is obvious. The State of
Michigan recognizes heterosexual
marriage, but not homosexual part
nerships, yet. It is the married who
have “special privileges” in this
instance.
Mr. Branch, what is ridiculous
about the issue is not “the
Academic Senate's fixation." but
that GVSU feels it must bow down
to the old man in Ada who seems
to hold the purse strings of the uni
versity. However, times are
changing.
If GVSU wants to become a
truly diverse university and play
with the big boys on the block, it
will need to step up to the plate on
this and other issues. With the help
of the senate. I hope this issue w ill
come to pass by enacting domestic
partner benefits, and becoming a
regional leader that everyone can
be proud of.
Donald Kriesner
Graduate Student

‘Survey’ is laughable
Mark Vander Werp's "survey"
is laughable. Is this a belated April
fool's article? Anyone who paid
attention in GV's mandated statis
tics course would know that a sci
entific survey is not based on the
percentage of population inter
viewed. and a sample size of 10 is
not enough to draw solid conclu
sions at the standard 95% confi
dence level, anyway. Your opinion
writer is entitled to his opinion, but
doesn’t he have anything better to
write?
Nicholas E. Easier

College is supposed to
broaden your horizons
In reply to the article about
common sense not being taught at
Grand Valley. I would like to say
that this point is the most ignorant
thing I have ever heard. College is
supposed to broaden your horizons.
If what you taught your daughter at
home is just being repeated at
school what is she learning? You
cannot learn without seeing the
other side, so instead of criticizing
people, maybe you should take a
walk in their shoes and learn about
them and what they have to deal
with. Maybe you will find out they
are not so different than yourself.
Nathaniel Horwitz.

Letter gave judgmental,
unsupported criticism
I'd like to respond to the state
ments Ms. Weaver made in last
week's Lanthom. I spent fourteen
years in Christian school and con
sider myself devoutly Christian.
However. I disagree wholehearted
ly with her interpretation of both
the Christian world view and the
education GVSU provides students.
First, I applaud Ms. Weaver's
daughter for drawing her own con
clusions about some difficult moral
issues. T<x) many people blindly
accept the religious beliefs of their
upbringing without personal study.
However, that is just what they are:
Her answers Plenty of people
have found a completely different
“best,” and they deserve the same
respect Ms. Weaver has demanded
for her daughter. That said. I'd like
to pose my "best” answers to the
same issues:
-Homosexuality is a private
matter. Should “punishment" be
deserved for loving someone of
your own gender, it is for a much
more powerful authority than I to
decide My religious beliefs stress
loving others and abstaining from
ludging them, so how could I label
anyone “unhealthy and immoral"?
Seems like I read something in the
Bible about letting him who is
without sin cast the first stone...

-As long as women have
unplanned pregnancies, they w ill
continue to abort. Legal, regulated
abortion insures that two lives are
not lost each time one is performed.
Addressing and remedying those
factors which lead to abortion is the
best way to reduce the number
sought. Imagine the decrease if all
women had an advance prescription
of emergency contraception.. .per
haps the religious right's energy
would be better spent lobbying for
these types of women’s rights
rather than attempting to deny
women rights they’ve already been
granted.
-Biblical teachings are whole
some when they are taken in con
text. interpreted as they were meant
to be. and understood in the culture
of the day. But indelible harm has
also occurred in the name of
Biblical text. Are anti-Semitism or
marital rape really good for either
individual or society? Mv own
study has found "wholesome teach
ing" in a number of religious tradi
tions. 1 respect those beliefs and
the important moral lessons they
teach.
-Until I see a study in which
every person on Earth who has had
pre-marital sex claims to have been
“hurt" and had “various problems"
because of it. I refuse to make the
unfounded generalization that the
only outcome is negative. I am the
moral judge for one person —
myself. I know my boundaries, my
beliefs, and what affects my sense
of purity. I do not claim to know
these things for other people.
I've written a number of reli
giously themed papers for my
classes at GVSU. I’ve compared
Beowulf to Christ, paralleled the
Biblical city of Jericho w ith a liter
ary character w ith the same name,
written a thesis on the interplay
between religion and women’s
issues, and made the claim that all
feminists should be anti-abortion.
Next year I hope to complete an
independent study on how religion
affects victimized populations of
women. I've had open discussions
with professors about my religious
training and beliefs, and have never
been criticized. My grades have
never been lowered because a pro
fessor disagrees with my values —
I've found the ability to intellectual
ly defend and argue for one’s
beliefs to be respected and reward
ed
I'm proud to be one of GVSU"s
“educated idiots." I wouldn't trade
my education here for the Ivy
League. I've met the most helpful,
caring, and intelligent professors I
could ever hope to work with. I've
been stretched as a writer, a stu
dent. and a person. And I've
learned that ignorance is at the root
of much of the world's hatred, from
simple name calling to outright vio
lence.
To Ms. Weaver I say:
(1) Students aren't forced to
attend GVSU. Might your daugh
ter have been more comfortable at
a conservative religious institution
rather than a public, tax-funded
school?
(2) If you don't personally
know each professor at GVSU.
don’t claim that good ones are “few
and hard to find." I can provide
you a list of twenty-two professors
I hold in highest regard.
(3) Perhaps your daughter faces
discrimination not for the beliefs
she holds, but because she voices
them through the use of the same
judgmental and unsupported gener
alizations that you do.
Amy Clough

Summer graduates lack
ceremony, reception
As I sec everyone getting their
caps and gowns for graduations, it
makes me wonder why there is not
some sort of graduation ceremony
or reception for those students who
will graduate in the summer semes
ter I realize that I can walk in April.

(

but I don't want to do that until I'm
done w ith all of my classes.
Walking is kind of like eating
dessert before dinner; nothing to
look forward to. And I also realize
that I can walk in December. But by
then I'll be working and school will
be far behind me. The perfect time
to walk would be in August, when
the summer semester is over and I
can get my diploma. I would really
like to have the opportunity for
some kind of recognition that I have
graduated. Besides, everyone is
always complaining about how
crowded and long the April and
December graduations are. this
would be a great way to ease that
burden.
As for the cost, the students pay
through the nose for everything any
way, I'm just asking for what all the
other students get —a graduation at
the end of the semester I graduate in.
Thanks for letting me ask the
question and speak my mind!
Heather Passenier

A time to be heard, and a
time to shut up
Ms. Weaver, when I first read
your letter to the editor in the April
17 Lanthom. I initially wanted
more than anything for you to kiss
my liberal ass. However, I calmed
down and remembered that being a
liberal, free speech is a truth I hold
close to my heart. It s a beautiful
thing that your “intelligent” daugh
ter has the ability to walk amongst
us with her anti-homosexual, anti
abortion. anti-separation of church
and state value system. We should
all be thankful to live in a country
in which people with strong opin
ions. like your daughter (and like
myself), are not shot on the spot for
their beliefs.
In your letter you label the
majority of GVSU's professors as
“educated idiots,” who grade stu
dents based on their morals and not
their work. These are the same
professors whom I feel, for the
most part, strive to remain neutral.
My opinion is formed from my first
hand experience with them. You
also make reference to a vague
incident in which your daughter
was down graded for simply
expressing her values. If this is
true then your daughter's professor
is certainly wrong. However, rest
assured that here at GVSU your
daughter would not have to look far
above her professor's head to find a
conservative ear in which to file a
complaint.
But I suspect that your daugh
ter's woes are self-inflicted.
I pay tuition so that I may go to
class and learn, bottom line. A pro
fessor's first responsibility is to
insure this right to me. And though
I myself have a strong system of
beliefs. I am willing to take in
stride the opinions of others.
However, there is a time and a
place to be heard; letters like this
one. pamphlets, the Internet, clubs,
the street, rallies, and T-shirts, the
list goes on and on. Thank any god
you'd like for this ability. Research
papers and classroom discussions
arc not always the proper place to
be heard. But when an opinionated
paper or an opinionated discussion
is relevant in the class setting, so be
it. In these rare situations I'm
happy to hear my peers feelings.
However I cannot recall how many
times my cducation-a very expen
sive education —has been hindered
by students who feel their values
(either liberal or conservative) are
important enough to interrupt the
learning process Countless times a
lecture on say. the DNA of frogs,
has morphed into a heated debate
complete with bible references and
political stances.
I am anything but pro-censor
ship. however, just as your daugh
ter doesn't pay tuition only to hear
“educated idiots" spit out liberal
propaganda, I don't always listen to
“right wing politics” and/or “West

Michigan Values.” Instead. I seek
an unbiased education and although
biases will always exist. I have the
intelligence to read between the
lines and make choices for myself.
If your daughter has half the intelli
gence you claim, she too has this
ability and should be able to get
through any college system
unscathed, with her values intact.
In conclusion, I am happy to
attend a school where students hold
a w ide array of beliefs and values.
However, as social norms would
have it. there is a time to be heard
and a time to shut up. I suspect
your daughter suffers from a lack
of understanding the latter.
GVSU’s atmosphere is a politically
diverse one. We must sometimes
refrain from spreading our own
agendas if we stand a chance to
earn the education we deserve.
Audrey Zofchak
nimblest rip/ofchak(«vahoo.c
<tm

Kdigion doesn’t make
someone morally superior
What has really turned me off
about religion in general are the
people who are associated with a
certain religion and are not willing
to accept other people's beliefs,
ideas or common day-to-day prac
tices. These kinds of people hold
their religious views and beliefs
higher than anything—which often
results in common courtesy, and
respect for others' views and deci
sions. to be thrown out the window.
Through my experiences I have
dealt with this same type of situa
tion over drinking alcohol. With
my beliefs, since I am a college
student. I believe it should seem
normal to drink alcohol. I under
stand other's views that choose not
to. which I respect. What angers
me however, is the people with
strong religious views that look
down on others who do drink.
What right do they have to put me
in a lesser regard just because of
what I choose to do on the week
ends? Their religion tells them one
thing, so that also gives them the
belief that they are morally better
than me because they don't drink?
The same thing applies to those
who do have sex before they are
married, or who don't believe that
“biblical teachings are wholesome
for individuals in society," or
maybe even don’t believe in organ
ized religion at all People all over
the country share these same views,
but that gives you the right to put
all these people in a lesser regard
than yourself? All of them are socalled "educated idiots?” Just
because your religion tells you this,
you think it is what everyone
should believe in, and those who
don't are somehow lesser of a per
son than you?
It is these types of people who
I am describing, who only believe
in their religious values and disre
gard any others, that I lose all
respect for.
I’m not just lecturing to Ms.
Weaver about this. I'm telling this
to everyone at Grand Valley who
dix's this nonsense. I have lived
w ith it all year and quite frankly, I
am very, very tired of it.
Nate Thompson
Editor in Chief
Lanthorn

One question
In response to "Common sense
not being taught at Grand Valley," I
just have one question for Maureen
Weaver: What planet arc you from,
lady ?
l im McLean

Governor not to blame for
higher education cuts
It is most disheartening to read
your headline story (10 April) in
which GVSU President Mark
Murray appears to blame
Michigan's new Governor

Granholm for the cuts to
higher education. An article with
the same content and apparent
blaming of Granholm by Pres.
Murray and others appeared in the
GVSU Forum two weeks ago.
Earlier this semester, you pub
lished a story about the GVSU
Student Senate opposing the budget
cuts to higher education being
made by Gov. Granholm. The
Student Senate also appeared to
blame Gov. Granholm for the pro
posed cuts and likely increases in
tuition rates across the state.
Both President Murray and the
Student Senate need to do their
homework about the current struc
tural deficit in Michigan's budget
that Granholm has inherited from
12 years of Republican Gov.
Engler. The deficit is structural, that
is. not temporary, due to the tax
and revenue policies of former
Gov. Engler. These policies include
the 2002 statewide ballot Proposal
A. which shifted the funding of K12 public schools from some local
property taxes to complete depend
ence on state revenues, primarily
The stale income tax. Further, the
Engler administration pushed for a
phased-in reduction of the state
income tax and the state Single
Business Tax. All three of these
policies, supported by the Engler
folks, now result in less state tax
revenues to support even the cur
rent level of state funded programs.
A household can not spend more
money than it brings than it brings
in. unless it increases its credit
debt. The State of Michigan can not
run a deficit budget. It is against
the State Constitution.
Either the State Legislature
(currently controlled by the
Republican in both the State House
and State Senate) need to suspend
the tax roll-backs or they need to
work w ith Gov. Granholm to cuts
nearly $2 billion out of the SIX bil
lion state budget. The total for state
budget deficits across the country is
something like SbOO billion. This is
not a Granholm deficit. It is an
Engler deficit and also relates to
the poor national economy that also
is affecting the Michigan economy.
A poor economy means workers
are laid-off from jobs (think of
GR’s Steclcasc lay-offs these past
two years). Lay-offs, increased
unemployment, yields less income
tax revenues and often an increased
demand for state human services
for the unemployed.
If President Murray and the
GVSU staff and faculty want to •
lessen the cut to the GVSU budget
then they need to promote
increased state tax revenues. They
need to work to undo the structural
deficit policies put in place by for
mer Gov. Engler. Higher education
must carry its own share of budget
cuts. President Murray needs to
provide real leadership to GVSU
students, families, and staff and tell
us the hard facts about how
Michigan's budget was set up for
this structural deficit. He was part
of the Engler administration and so
he knows first hand that this is not
a Granholm deficit.
If students want to moderate
tuition costs then they need to sup
port increased state tax revenues.
You can not expect tuition costs to
stay the same if the state has less
tax revenues with which to support
higher education.
I urge President Murray and the
GVSU Student Senate to do their
homework and to study Michigan's
tax and revenue history for the past
twelve years of the Engler adminis
tration. This history will show you
the source of the problem. Perhaps,
then, you will choose to find a con
structivc solution, rather than just
blame our fair share of the constitu
tionally mandated cuts on Governor
Granholm.
Jeff Dongvilln
GVSU Alumnus, Political
Science
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FOR SALE
Cherry

Wood

Frame

Futon

Mattress with tan suede cover.
Absolutely no stains. Used for only 1
year. Asking for $250 OBO Call Amy
at 616-331-2484 (4/24)
Mattress sets: Brand new-still in
plastic! Twins $130 Fulls $150
Queens $200 and up. Also frames;
bedroom, dining room, and leather
living room furniture. 616-293-5188
or 616-682-4767. Can deliver.
(7/17)
Allendale Meadows 1991 hollypark
mobile home For Sale. 3 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms, separate laundry
room. New dishwasher and refriger
ator and shed. $12,000 or best offer.
Call 895-6880 (4/24)

AUTOMOTIVE

The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Phofta, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2466. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday.
Summer help wanted: Water Front
director for Camp Neyati. Must be
21 and certified. Call 989-544-2480
for info (4/24)
Camp job opportunities: Girl scouts
of Metro Detroit are looking for ener
getic, caring young adults to work at
their summer camps, located near
Detroit. Contact 800-334-0883 for
an application and more information
(4/24)
Internship openings for GVSU stu
dents with retail commercial trade
exchange. Marketing Broker posi
tions in Lansing and Grand
Rapids/lakeshore
locations.
Possible course credit options. For
further information phone Mr. Kay,
Trade Network, Inc. 447-8181 (4/24)

Bartender Trainees Needed
For Sale: Fully remodeled 14 x 60
mobile home in Allendale Meadows.
Close to campus. 2 bedrooms, 1
bath. $8,000 obo. Call 895-7030
(4/24)

Standard of Acceptance

$250 a day potential. Local posi
tions. 1-800-293-3985 ex 119 (4/24)

Advertising
Classifications:
Automotive
HOUSES FOR RENT • Off
Campus housing One bedroom
house $450/month. Large 6 bed
room house $1350/month. All
houses are 5 minutes or less
from campus. Available on or
before May 15. Please call 8956873 or 690-3013. (4/24)
Occupants Needed for two bed
room one bath apartment 1 block
from
downtown
campus.
$500/month, $600 deposit. For
inquiries call 616-742-3844. (4/24)

Allendale Apartments. 2 bedroom,
approx. 1/2 mile from campus. Heat
included,
laundry.
May-July
$275/month.
August-May
$650/month. Herington Realestate
Management. 459-3333 (7/17)

Great Deal
96' Nissan Maxima. Gold exteri
or, tan leather interior. 60,000
miles. CD, moon roof, fully
loaded and in great condition.
Call 616-331-2463

HOUSING
Downtown Grand Rapids: 5
bedroom house for rent
706 madison $340 per person.
Total of five persons. Utilities not
included. Contact Brian 810691-9356

1996 Olds Achieva 2-door. Dark red,
good condition, new brakes/tires, air
bags Reliable. $3,700 OBO. 9135725/662-4073 (5/15)

Subleaser needed to rent brand
new Campus West Townhouse.
Two rooms available. Move in
ASAP! $300/month or best offer.
Call Rachel at 586-489-6724 or
616-892-6829. (tf)

1988 Chevy truck, one owner! 2 w.d.
Perfect body condition, runs great!
$2500.1990 Pontiac Sunbird. Good
shape. $875 OBO. Please call 616889-6808. (tf)

Walker home for rent. 4 bdrm.1300
sq.ft. $920/mon. 531-7499 (4/24)

2 bedroom apartment available midJuly or August. Off street parking,
clean and quiet, no pets, 1 mile from
downtown campus. Good credit
required. $385 + utilities. Call 8747186 or 430-0651 (4/24)
Duplexes for rent. 5 bedrooms. Pets
allowed. Both summer and winter
available. Ask for Hank. 837-8277
(7/17)
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom
Apartments. Walking distance to
Center for Health Sciences, College
and 196. Call 304-0193. (4/24)

JENISON TOWNHOUSE, 2 bed

Commercial Rates

Advertising Deadlines

Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday;
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand \feBey
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
Ail classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.
If you are graduating in April and
anticipate having extra tickets,
please call Lisa at 616-453-1829.
Thank you! (4/24)

Social Work Advocacy Network
(SWAN) meets every second
Tuesday
and
every
fourth
Wednesday of every month, from
6pm - 7pm, in the common area of
the social work department, 3rd
floor, DeVos building C. (tf)

Allendale 4 Bedroom apartment. 3
miles west of campus. No pets
allowed. Available May. $1,000 per
month. 616-748-0619(4/24)
Allendale 1 bedroom apartment.
Available August. No pets. Heat,
water,
and
trash
included.
$435/month. Call 616-748-0619
(4/24)

Extra Graduation Tickets Needed
Please call Elizabeth at 457-2909,
leave a message or e-mail at
Trumane@student.gvsu.edu (4/24)

NOTICES
News Tips
Single Copies

LOST & FOUND

The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas.

of the Grand Valley Lanthorn are
free of charge. Additional copies are
available at 25 cents each. 100
Commons, GVSU, Allendale, Ml
49401. (tf)

Free
1 and 2 bedroom apartments,
$295/month, now leasing for fall.
Lake Michigan Drive Apartments
892-9400 (4/24)

College Pro Painters. Summer
Employment, full time, work outside,
opportunity for advancement. Make
$3000-$5000 work anywhere in
Michigan, apply now. 1-888-2779787 www.collegepro.com (4/24)

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Lost and Found ads are free, first
insertion, 25 words maximum. Email to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short stories, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)

Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Facial Fundraiser for Leukemia
Foundation

Student Organizations

There will be facials, food, and fun a great Mother’s Day treat! May10
at 1pm at the B.O.B. Call Kelly for
details 616-915-4302 (4/24)

The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150-word limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

Ml Republicans seeking energetic
college students for summer and fall
internships. Duties would include
data entry, research, list manage
ment, event assistance, etc. Mail
resumes to 2121 E. Grand River
Ave.,
Lansing.
Ml
48912.
Attn:Internship coordinator. (4/24)

PERSONALS

Gamemasters wanted for summer
convention. June 21-22 Contact
Altreal@student.gvsu.edu
or
Klitzkee@student.gvsu.edu
for
information or to sign up (4/24)

*
Moving home and can’t fit every
thing into your car? Call Pak Mail
616-531-9790. We pack and ship
computers, stereos, bikes, and
everything else. (4/24)

room, 1 1/2 baths, washer/dryer,
central air, dishwasher, quiet, 6671210, 454-0754.457-3158 (8/21)

Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthorn “Personals" are only 15
cents per word, $3 minimum, paid in
advance at the Lanthorn, 100
Commons. Deadline is noon
Monday for that week’s issue, (tf)

WANTED
One graduation ticket needed! Will
pay cash. Call 616-974-0117 or email worfelam@student.gvsu.edu
(4/24)

T h{

Best

Scot

In

Town

CINEMARK - GRANDVILLE
Rivertown Crossings Mall 616-532-8731 K

BIRTHDAYS

•Early Bird Specials
‘Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts

Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthom office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week's issue, (tf).

For tickets and showtimes visit
cinemark.com
While there register

www.lanthorn.com

Showjtlme

FREE showtimes
vio email!

r email

EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION LAKER STUDENTS.

opens HUDmr

$14.95
base/apt.
Scholarship/internships available.
Flexible schedules. Resume experi
ence. No door to door. No telemar
keting. Call today M-F 9am-6pm.
East: 616-361-9954. West: 616245-3882. workforstudents.com
(7/17)

Identity
It Runs In The Family
Real Cancun
Confidence

Get your news!
Every Week

Coll theatre for showtimes or visit (inemarh.com

j
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PRESSWIHE
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Black and White
Bread
Brownie
Cake
Cheesecake

...

Cookie
Cream Puff
Cupcake
Danish
Doughnut

Muffin
Napoleon
Pie
Rugelach
Truffles
1

R
J
F
M
X
C
T
E
A
M
E
T
S
F
X
Y
C
U
G
D

J

I. A fastening
6 Top
9. Wolf cries
14. Artery
15. University of Rhode Island
16. Bring water to this
17. After larvas
IX. Numbers (Abbrv. I
19. Boldness
20. Zodiac symbols
22. No longer in style
24. Consumed
24. To
his own
26. Rveryday activities
40. Birthday or Anniversary
44. Excessive
.45. More mute
.46 No (Scottish)
47. Warm snow
4X Demolished
49. Pretty or dainty
40 Grande or de Janeiro
41. Propel w ith pole
42. Injured by bull
44. Mam road with many
branches
45. Face lotions
46 Not spicy
47. In capacity of
4X.
Called Quest
51. Make in rough form
57. Silvanus
5X I css than 2
59. Creepy
60 Inclined upward
61 Solid water
62. Awoke
64. Paper packs
64 More than nine
65. Prescribed in specific
amount

DOWN
1.__ lock
2. One who's awkward
4 Advanced Research
Projects Agency
4 Orton
5. Excerpt in literature
6. Sudden thrust

7 Type of worker
X. Examined
9 Type of racing
10. Voodoo related
11. Worry
12. Reside
14. Vehicle on runners
21 It is (Contraction)
25. Did well on a test
26 Asian cereal grain
27. Broadcast
2X Stupid
29 14"' Hebrew letter
40. Common black European thrush
41 Accustom to something
undesirable
42. Western film
44 Women have
35. One who is inept
48 Displease
49 Swindle
41 Religious authority
42 Energetic assertiveness
44 To perfume
45.
boat
47. King's counterpart
4X Nicholas II of Russia
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Ceremonial act
Illinois Institute of Art
Not twice
Male savior
Son of Aphrtxhte
Method of doing
Want

\
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Congradulations

550 Kirtlnnd St SW
Grand Rapid*. Ml 49507
Phone: 616-247-6966
Fax:616-247-0186
www.pioneerinc.com

